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AIDA POST-REVOLUTIONARY  Contemporary Approaches to Scenic Spaces

Architecture is not only enclosure of space. And space is not only defined by 
walls, floors and ceilings. Architecture lives of visual expression, dynamic light, 
sound and spaces of interaction.

The spatial qualities that create exciting architecture will be studied in this 
course by using a scenic setting. The stage is therefore the ideal place to ex-
plore the spatial qualities and gain new perspectives on architecture. The stage 
is like the concentrated expression of lively architecture.

After researching, text analysis and site visit first drafts are created intuitively 
and spontaneously. These sketches are to be implemented in scenic images 
and conceptual models. Spatial effects, scenic and even technical processes 
should be simulated. The unique and expressive visual presentation will be the 
focus of this course, the use of new media highly supported.

TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, 2nd + 3rd slot

Analysis of different types and forms of scenic designs in a historical context/ Research and 
presentation of different stage designs/ Dramatic and conceptual processing and editing of 
literary works/ Illustration and presentation of scenic processes/ Spatial concepts and models/ 
Studies of lighting, materiality and color effect/ Final presentation in the form of an exhibition/ 
Final 3-minute film on YouTube or Vimeo

Prof. Erwin Herzberger
Vlatka Seremet
Bernd Bess
Abla Elbahrawy
Mostafa Yousef

STAGING CAIRO - SCENOGRAPHY AND SPACE
A SET DESIGN FOR THE CAIRO OPERA HOUSE
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AIDA / POST-REVOLUTIONARY

“YOUNG PEOPLE GO TO THE UNIVERSITY WITH THE AIM OF BECOMING ARCHI-
TECTS, OF FINDING OUT IF THEY HAVE GOT WHAT IT TAKES. WHAT IS THE FIRST 
THING WE SHOULD TEACH THEM?

FIRST OF ALL, WE MUST EXPLAIN THAT THE PERSON STANDING IN FRONT OF 
THEM IS NOT SOMEONE WHO ASKS QUESTIONS WHOSE ANSWERS HE ALREADY 
KNOWS. PRACTICING ARCHITECTURE IS ASKING ONESELF QUESTIONS, FINDING 
OUT ONE’S OWN ANSWERS WITH THE HELP OF THE TEACHER, WHITTLING DOWN, 
FINDING SOLUTIONS, OVER AND OVER AGAIN.

THE STRENGTH OF A GOOD DESIGN LIES IN OURSELVES AND IN OUR ABILITY TO 
PERCEIVE THE WORLD WITH BOTH EMOTION AND REASON. A GOOD ARCHITEC-
TURAL DESIGN IS SENSOUS. A GOOD ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN IS INTELLIGENT. (...)” 

PETER ZUMTHOR, TEACHING ARCHITECTURE, LEARNING ARCHITECTURE, 1996

DATES / TIME:
INTRODUCTION LECTURE: THURSDAY, 25.02.2013, 10:30 AM
REGULAR LECTURE: THURSDAY 10:30-12:00 AM

SUBMISSIONS:
ANALYSES AND ARCHITECTURAL DESIGNS
PLANS, SECTIONS AND MODELS SCALE 1:100 / 1:50

Dr.-Ing. Florian Seidel, MBA, Associate Professor
Teaching Assistants: 
Abla Elbahrawy, Menna Tawk, Moataz Samir, Mostafa Ahmed, 
Sahra Rheinfrank, Salah Fahmy, Salma Elsherbiny, Yasmina Taha

INTRODUCTION TO ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN 
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Hydroponic green roof+fassade systems aim to combine a microgardening 
infrastructure with an insulation mat in one modular element. In the Egyptian 
context, rooftop gardening it aims to compensate for the encroachment of 
scarce agricultural land in the Nile Valley. The aim is to combine hydroponic 
gardening with questions of energy-efficiency in one building component 
that will ideally provide a gardening system and missing insulation for existing 
and new buildings while adressing the architaectural quality and potential, 
yet unexplored. The elements can be developed as horizontal and vertical 
building components and should be low-tech and low-budget. We will adress 
three strategic scales: the building component, it’s application to a specific 
built context and an urban vision. Izbet El Hagana, the informal settlement off 
Suez Road with an estimated 1 million inhabitants will provide exemplary sites 
for implementation. The studio will result in a step-by-step design manual for 
Shaduf Microfarms and potential clients.

DESIGN STUDIO IV 
TUESDAYS AND WEDNESDAYS, 2nd and 3rd slot
vertical+horizontal facade design 1:20, prototype 1:1
site application 1:20-1:200
urban vision (scale depending on strategy) and step-by-step design manual

Cornelia Redeker, Assoc. Prof. 
Hassan ElGhayesh
Hazem Fhouad 
consulted by 
Prof. Hanno Ertel, building physics
Assoc. Prof. Thomas Loeffler, building construction
in cooperation with Shaduf Microfarms and 
Emararet El-Insan Foundation, Izbet El Hagana

HYDROPONIC ENVELOPE / 
BUILDING COMPONENT / SITE APPLICATION / URBAN VISION
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Downtown Cairo is the district developed under the Khedive Ismail at the end 
of the 19th century and the beginning of the 20th century. Several European 
and Egyptian architects and builders built palaces and apartments buildings 
using a rich stylistic vocabulary. Nowadays Downtown is the main lively heart 
of the city, hosting street venders and small shops, offices, houses, cafes and 
restaurants in a complex social, religious and functional equilibrium. A general 
lack of regulations regarding how to deal with the heritage and an old rental 
system are the main reasons for the neglect of the architecture and numerous 
demolitions of the old Ismaelia buildings. 
This design studio follows the vision to revive Downtown to a lively commer-
cial, business and housing district and propose a suitable function to upgrade 
the area. At the same time the students will search for forms which can fit with 
a contemporary language to the surroundings. The task will be to design a ho-
tel with additional functions like a gallery and studios for artists in residence.

DATES / TIME
Every Tuesday and Wednesday at 10:30 am in the Design Studio 
Introduction  6th of February 2013 10:30 am
On-site workshop 12th +13th of February 2013
Excursions, lectures, guest critics etc. during the course

SUBMISSION / SCALES
Site plan, urban analysis, Photomontage
Plans, elevations and sections  1:200
Studio or hotel room 1:50/20

Cooperation between Architectural Design - Prof.  Barbara Pampe
and History of Architecture - Prof. Vittoria Capresi,
Salah Fahmy

DESIGN STUDIO IV  
ART-HOTEL in DOWNTOWN CAIRO
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H

The heart of Cairo needs basic urban and architectural interventions to interact 
with its inherent history. It needs a more holistic vision, different from what 
archeologists and heritage lovers offer. A vision that considers the future as 
much as it considers the past and the present...
A future that provides space for creating new qualities of life and spreading 
optimism, not based on nostalgia alone...
A future that depends on science and scientific research to understand the 
geographic situation and to understand Cairene`s problems and needs.
A future connected to the past and to the present... This connection, visible 
through a comprehensive vision, satisfies the user`s love of historical buildings 
and fulfils his need for utilizing new technologies within a new view of life.

DESIGN STUDIO IV
TUESDAYS AND WEDNESDAYS, 2nd and 3rd slot

Prof. Dr. Tamer EL Khorazaty
Ahmed ElBably, T.A.
Ibrahim Saleh, T.A.

TAHRIR TOWER 
100 FLOORS...A NEW BRAND FOR CAIRO...
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ASAs

A big part of our lifetime we spent in school. A school is not only the place 
where we learn and teach, it is also a place where we meet, communicate, 
have fun, relax, move, experience etc. It is a place of living. The Italian peda-
gogue Loris Malaguzzi (1920-1994) said: A child has three teachers: the first 
teacher are the other children, the second is the teacher and the third one is 
the space. Subsequently the built environment must provide not only rooms 
for learning and teaching. It is a place of living and should provide spaces for all 
different kind of activities and it should be designed in that way that children 
and teachers appreciate their environment.  A school is not only a place where 
we learn, but also a place where we live and from which we learn.

The task of this design studio is to design a primary school in Zamalek taking 
into consideration beside the context also the pedagogical requirements nowa-
days and in the future internationally and locally.

DATES AND TIME
Design studios on Mondays from 8:30 am
Introduction 4th of February 8:30 am
Site visit and urban walk  25th of February , guest critics ...

SUBMISSION / SCALES
Analysis of international examples
site plan, analytical sketches
plans, section and elevations 1:200
classroom 1:50

Prof. Barbara Pampe, Abla El Bahrawy, Ahmed Bably, 
Mostafa Yousef, Salah Fahmy, Tamer Aly Kamel

DESIGN STUDIO II
A PRIMARY SCHOOL IN ZAMALEK
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“Producing inner images is a natural process common to everyone. It is part 
of thinking. Associative, wild, free, ordered and systematic thinking in images, in 
architectural, spatial, colorful and sensuous pictures - this is my favorite definition of 
design.” Peter Zumthor

Our objective is a gradual awareness of artistic abilities in a design process:

- Perception and Studying (city space, environment, landscape, architecture)

- Reflection and Analysis (What do I see? What does it mean? How do I sort it?)

- Process and Action (Working, Processing, Handling)

- Composition and Expression

- Graphic and Visual Power

MONDAY, Lecture 2nd slot, Tutorials 3rd + 4th slot

This course is divided in two parts. First, in four short exercises perception, represen-
tation and artistic techniques are learned: Storyboard drawings, Road Movie Collage, 
A portrait of my Heroes, Folding / Unfolding . In a second step we will take an im-
promptu design, in which we create not only drawings and graphics but also concep-
tual and spatial models: A Place for Books. This can be a booth or small stand for an 
exhibition or book fair.

Prof. Erwin Herzberger/ Vlatka Seremet/ Bernd Bess
Maha Hosny Elgewely, Mennatallah Said Tawfik, Sahra Rheinfrank
Salma Abdelmoaty Elherbiny, Yasmina Adel Osman Taha
Hassan Amr Elghayesh, Ibrahim Samy Sayed Saleh, Moataz Samir Abdelmoniem

VISUAL DESIGN
STORY TELLING SPACE - NARRATIVE PLACES
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STORYBOARD DRAWINGS - ROAD MOVIE COLLAGE - A PORTRAIT 
OF MY HERO - FOLDING / UNFOLDING - A PLACE FOR BOOKS

The Gourmet Tea by Alan Chu, São Paulo, Brasil
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LECTURES
The lectures provide an analytical survey of western and non-western archi-
tecture, starting from the Egyptian Pharaonic architecture, until the Greek and 
Roman time. Lessons are essentially structured on a chronological base, but 
several aspects will be deepened horizontally until the current time, to see 
how particular typologies changed until today.

SITE VISITS
To encourage the active learning of historical sites and buildings, two excur-
sions related to Pharaonic architecture will be organised. These excursions 
aime at discovering and experimenting spaces and buildings in an autonomous 
way. Students will be asked to complete an exercise during the visit, finalised 
at developing a critical awareness toward the surroundings  and the directly 
analysed objects.

DATES AND TIME
Tuesday, from 8.30 am
Introduction lecture: 26th of February 2013, 8.30 am
2 site visits 

SUBMISSIONS
2 Submissions during the Semester 40%
Final Exam 60%

Prof. Vittoria Capresi 

HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE I
from PHARAONIC until ROMAN ARCHITECTURE

2

In Building Physics the lectures concentrate on the interaction of external build-
ing elements with humidity and moisture and on noise control in buildings. In 
connection with noise control, a special part will look into the field of acoustics.

In this course students learn to understand how water is stored in air and in 
building materials, which forces drive water vapour through building elements 
and how to control these processes. Construction rules will be given and con-
struction principles for different climate conditions will be explained.

In noise control and acoustics the students get a basic understanding of how 
noise is distributed inside and outside of rooms or in a building structure itself 
and how it can be controlled by the way a building is constructed. Acoustics will 
be introduced as a tool to design good hearing conditions in rooms according to 
the main purpose a room is built for.

WEDNESDAYS, 10:30-12:00
LECTURE 
WEDNESDAYS, 14:15-17:30
TUTORIAL

Prof. Hanno Ertel
TA Ahmed El Bably
TA Dina Mahdy
TA May El Meligy
TA Menna Tawfik
TA Moataz Fouad
TA Sahra Rheinfrank
TA Salma El Sherbiny
TA Yasmina Taha

BUILDING TECHNOLOGY –
BUILDING PHYSICS II
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This course introduces the principles of building construction with emphasis on 
masonry construction as bearing walls. At the end of the course students will 
be able to distinguish between the different types of masonry constructions 
(bricks, blocks, and stones), the different types of bonding and jointing, aper-
tures in masonry walls, and cladding. These would be applied through exercises 
and detailing in the frame of a Building Technology design-project.

WEDNESDAYS, 12:15-13:45
LECTURE 
WEDNESDAYS, 14:15-17:30
TUTORIAL

Ass. Prof. Ahmed Atef
TA Ahmed El Bably
TA Dina Mahdy
TA May El Meligy
TA Menna Tawfik
TA Moataz Fouad
TA Sahra Rheinfrank
Salma El Sherbiny
Yasmina Taha

BUILDING TECHNOLOGY –
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION I
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H

The housing lectures will adress housing system typologies, policies and 
strategies in Egypt, economic aspects, technological considerations and social 
factors. In the tutorial we will investigate and document public housing projects 
in Cairo. Typological studies and contextual analyses of different case studies 
will result in an overview of what David Sims coined as Cairo`s “long and 
continuing love affair” with state-subsidized housing and very selectively its 
further implications. Why did certain developments work and others did not? 
How is the floor plan organized and how are the buildings positioned? Has the 
original typology been adapted by the inhabitants? What neighbourhood models 
do they create? These and other questions  will be adressed and illustrated to 
produce an exemplifed atlas of social housing in Cairo. The course will provide 
fundamentals of housing and allow students to discuss emerging concepts, 
methods and tools to face current challenges.

LECTURE+TUTORIAL MONDAYS, 3rd+4th slot

Cornelia Redeker, Assoc. Prof. 
Dina Mahdy
Hazem Fhouad 
May Elmeligy

HOUSING 
LECTURE+TUTORIAL
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Cedric Price (1971) Housing principles, housing research, 

THIS COURSE INTRODUCES THE THEORIES AND PHILOSOPHIES OF ARCHITEC-
TURE FROM ANTIQUITY UNTIL OUR TIME, WITH A SPECIAL FOCUS ON THE IN-
TERNATIONAL STYLES OF THE 20TH CENTURY, THE MODERN MOVEMENT AND 
CONTEMPORARY TENDENCIES.

BY CLOSELY STUDYING AND DISCUSSING THE ORIGINAL TEXTS, YOU WILL GET 
TO KNOW THE THEORETICAL CONCEPTS FROM VITRUVIUS TO VIDLER AND 
FROM AALTO TO ZUMTHOR.

IN ADDITION, A FILM SERIES WILL PROVIDE INSIGHT INTO THE COMPLEX AND 
VARYING RELATIONSHIPS OF ARCHITECTURE AND FILM AND THEIR MUTUAL 
INFLUENCES.

READ THE WORD, WRITE THE BOOK, MAKE THE PROUN, PLAY THE GAME.

DATES / TIME
INTRODUCTION LECTURE: SUNDAY, 03.02.2013, 10:30 AM
ARCHITECTURE FILM: SUNDAY 8:30-10:30 AM
REGULAR LECTURE: SUNDAY 10:30-12:00 AM

SUBMISSIONS
SUBMISSIONS OF RESEARCH PAPERS ON VARIOUS TEXTS AND ADDITIONAL 
COURSEWORK IN A TWO-WEEKLY RHYTHM THROUGHOUT THE SEMESTER. 
PLEASE FIND DETAILED INFORMATION ABOUT TEXTS, SUBMISSIONS, AND 
SCHEDULES ON THE FACULTY INTRANET.

Dr.-Ing. Florian Seidel, Associate Professor
Teaching Assistant: Mostafa Ahmed

THEORY OF ARCHITECTURE  I 
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(image 287x287 mm 200dpi)

This course prepares students for the integrated design and construction con-
cept. The course introduces the principles of concrete construction with the 
emphasis on skeletal and load bearing concrete structures. In parallel, students 
learn about the principles of technical installations in buildings, i.e. water sup-
ply, electricity and HVAC.
By the end of the course students would learn about the different concrete 
structural systems and apply these to a design of their own and develop all nec-
essary working drawings.

TUESDAYS, 10:30-12:00
LECTURE 
TUESDAYS, 14:15-16:45
TUTORIAL

Assoc. Prof. Thomas Loeffler 
Dr. Wafaa Nadim
Eng. Mohamed Abdel Magied
TA Dina Mahdy
TA Hassan El Ghayesh 
TA Ibrahim Sayed
TA May El Meligy
TA Sahra Rheinfrank

BUILDING TECHNOLOGY –
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION III

4

LECTURES
The third part of the lectures on History of Architecture provides a critical 
overview of the Modern Era, starting from the industrial revolution until the 
II World War. The town planning and buildings will be analysed as a complex 
summary of technical and constructive solutions and esthetical / philosophical 
contents. One of the main focuses will be on the Cairo´s urban plans and build-
ings of the XIX. and XX. centuries.

RESEARCH ON MODERN CAIRO 
A research about Downtown / Garden City / Zamalek / Heliopolis will accompa-
in students during the whole semester. Target of the work is to understand the 
architecture of Modern Cairo from a scientific point of view, critically question-
ing the stylistic labels often used to describe the buildings of this era. 

DATES AND TIME
Tuersday, from 8.30 am
Introduction lecture: 7th of February 2013, 8.30 am
2 site visits 

SUBMISSIONS
Submission of the paper (mid / end of the semester) 40%
Final Exam 60%

Prof. Vittoria Capresi 

HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE III
HOW MANY MODERNITIES?

4

LECTURES
-
-

Age trough the Romanesque and Gothic styles, Renaissance and Baroque in 
Italy and abroad. The lectures are organised in a chronological order, to facili-

Several lecture will focus on Cairo early Islamic architecture, as well as the 
Ayyubid and Abbasid periods with an emphasis on selected monuments of the 

SEMINAR
The seminar will focus on several buildings in Islamic Cairo.

DATES AND TIME
Lecture + Tutorials
+ 2 site visits in Islamic Cairo

SUBMISSIONS
SEMINAR: Submission of the paper (end of the semester) 40%
Final Exam 60%

HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE II
FROM THE LATE ROMAN UNTIL BAROQUE TIME

3
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Preface

Another successful year has come to an end!

At the beginning of the yearbook, I would like to thank all staff 
members: professors and teaching assistants, as well as all stu-
dents, for the dedication and hard work each one has invested 
to complete our third academic year successfully. With a total of 
284 students in the three years and 32 staff members, we have 
accomplished a great deal and have much to be proud of.

We are still following the same mission and vision:

The Architecture and Urban Design Program is dedicated to 
advancing and improving the awareness, understanding, and 
practice of Architecture and Urban Design as an interdisciplinary 
field of science, focusing strongly on Building Technology and 
Building Physics.

“At the Faculty of Architecture and Urban Design, we strive to grad-
uate highly sought-after architects, to carry out research that serves 
the industry and to become a role model educational institution.”
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This semester, besides teaching and research, we carried out 
different activities, including the organization of workshops and 
summer schools in Cairo and Stuttgart, as well as a variety of 
guest lectures in Cairo, within the frameworks of a number of 
courses. Moreover, we continued the planning and supervision 
activities of the GUC new buildings.

During the past semester, we also worked on establishing an 
Architecture and Urban Design Unit at the GUC Campus in Berlin; 
as a result, 28 students from the 7th semester will study there in 
WS 2013/2014. Our aim is to have more students studying at the 
GUC Campus in Berlin for more semesters during the second half 
of their study of architecture.

This yearbook is a display of the work students produced 
throughout two semesters: WS2012 and SS2013. It shows a large 
number of successful projects and assignments, stretching over 
a range of disciplines from Visual Design and Design Projects to 
Building Construction and Building Physics. I would like to extend 
my thanks and gratitude to Assoc. Prof. Thomas Loeffler for the 
huge effort he put in the production of this book.

Looking forward to another productive year!

Thanks to all…

Prof. Dr.-Ing. Tamer El Khorazaty
Dean of the Architecture and Urban Design Program
German University in Cairo
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The GUC Architecture and Urban Design Program

Professors – Associate Professors – Lecturers
Prof. Dr.-Ing. habil. Erwin Herzberger
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Jens Heissler
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Hanno Ertel
Assoc. Prof. Thomas Loeffler
Assoc. Prof. Dr. Ahmed Atef 
Assoc. Prof. Dr. Vittoria Capresi
Assoc. Prof. Barbara Pampe
Assoc. Prof. Dr. Florian Seidel
Assoc. Prof. Dr. Cornelia Redeker
Dipl.-Ing. Bernd Bess
Dipl.-Ing. Vlatka Seremet
Dipl.-Ing. Lotte Sanwald

Instructors
M.Sc. Arch. Mohamed Raafat
M.Sc. Arch. Maha El Gewely

Teaching Assistants
M.Sc. Arch. Hossam El-Kady
M.Sc. Arch. Moataz Samir
M.Sc. Arch. May Gamal Mostafa
M.Sc. Arch. Hazem Fouad
M.Sc. Arch. Yasmina Taha
M.Sc. Arch. Ahmed El-Bably
M.Sc. Arch. Salah Fahmy El-Sayed
M.Sc. Arch. Eman Abdel Sabour
Dipl.-Ing. Sahra Rheinfrank
B.Sc. Arch. Salma El-Sherbiny
B.Sc. Arch. Menna Tawfik
B.Sc. Arch. Abla El-Bahrawy
B.Sc. Arch. Tamer Aly
B.Sc. Arch. Dina Mahdy
B.Sc. Arch. Mostafa Yousef
B.Sc. Arch. Hassan El-Ghayesh
B.Sc. Arch. Ibrahim Sayed

Prof. Dr.-Ing. Helmut Bott, Founding Dean
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Tamer El Khorazaty, Acting Dean

Asst. Prof. Dr. Rowaida Rashed 
Faculty Coordinator for Student Affairs and Curriculum

Asst. Prof. Dr. Wafaa Nadim 
Faculty Coordinator for Academic Affairs and Accreditation
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Photographer: Assoc. Prof. Thomas Loeffler
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Building Technology and Design

Prof. Dr. Hanno Ertel
Assoc. Prof. Thomas Loeffler
Dipl.-Ing. Lotte Sanwald
Asst. Prof. Dr. Wafaa Nadim
Asst. Prof. Dr. Ahmed Atef Faggal
Eng. Mohamed Abdel Magied
Asst. Prof. Dr. Hussein Okail
Dr. Amr Shaat

Architecture is an integrative 

“science”, including design, 

construction technology, 

material use, building 

physics and environmental 

interaction. Therefore, the 

teaching concept must to be 

integrative as well. 
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Building Technology
Integrated Learning or 
How to teach Building Technology: 
Our Educational Concept

Prof. Dr. Hanno Ertel

In the yearbook 2011/2012 we wrote about architecture as an inte-
grating “science”, including design art, construction technology, 
material use, building physics and environmental interaction. 
Therefore the teaching concept ought to be an integrative too. That 
means teaching the interaction of the different fields in a design 
task from the start on, beginning with small “projects” where the 
students have to exercise the bringing together of particular knowl-
edge which they separately acquire in lectures and that ends with 
the so called “Integrated Design Project” during the 5th semester.

In the academic year 2012/2013 we have further developed our 
teaching concept by introducing design projects in the 2nd and 4th 
semester. These projects are directly connected to the contents 
of the lectures Building Construction which deal in the second 
semester mainly with masonry, its design principles, construction 
methods and details, material properties and limitations. In the 
fourth semester the focus is steel and glass and so the project 
concentrates on the use of these materials.

this page: Integrated Design 
Project “GUC Knowledge Center”
opposite page, top right: second 
semester construction project 
“GUC Gallery” focused on 
masonry
bottom right: third (resp. formerly 
fourth) semester project “Campus-
Café” focused on concrete

Building Technology
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In the project of the second semester the students had to design 
a “GUC Gallery” as a place to present student working results, 
showing external exhibitions and for social events of the faculty. 
Despite being a small project, the task included already all aspects 
of the architects work as urban design, architectural design, 
building construction, structural design, building physics. Finally 
the results had to be presented in public to exercise presentation 
skills. Since the presentations are open to all faculty members, 
a wanted side-effect of the public presentation is that interested 
students can learn from each other.

The project of the fourth semester was to design a “Campus Café” 
at a central location on the campus. While in the second semester 
masonry was the construction material in the project of the fourth 
semester it was steel and glass. By focusing on different con-
struction materials, the students will intuitively experience that the 
usage of a particular building material will result in specific material 
related construction and appearance of a building. 

Technical Subjects like Construction, Physics, Technical Sytems, Materiality etc.

Study Time

Learning by „Classic Teaching“
(Lectures, Tutorials, Practical Courses)

Learning by Working on 
Integrated Design Projects
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Fundamentals of Building Technology Prof. Dr.-Ing. Hanno Ertel
Assoc. Prof. Dr. Ahmed Atef

In the Fundamentals of Building Technology course the students of 
the first semester learn all the basics about construction systems 
and building materials as well as the effect of heat and humidity on 
building and construction elements in the building physics. 
The lectures are accompanied by small drawing and calculation 
exercises in both, the construction and physics. As a result, the 
students learn in an early stage the connection between a building 
and the surrounding environment.
Furthermore, the students visited the current construction sites 
on the GUC campus with the Professors and Teaching Assistants 
to see buildings of different construction systems and afterwards 
write a report explaining the difference between a skeleton and a 
bearing wall system.

Eman Abdel Sabour
Sahra Rheinfrank
Salma El-Sherbiny
Menna Tawfik
Abla El-Bahrawy
Tamer Aly
Mostafa Yousef
Hassan El-Ghayesh

Fundamentals of Building Technology
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Building Technology 1
The GUC Gallery

Prof. Dr.-Ing. Hanno Ertel
Assoc. Prof. Dr. Ahmed Atef

After the students of the second semester had attended lectures 
and tutorials in fundamentals of building technology during their 
first semester and had been familiarized with the basic construc-
tion principles they started learning how to construct their own 
simple project idea. This construction project integrates aspects 
of building construction and physics, accompanied by lectures in 
both subjects in order to learn how to apply the theoretical knowl-
edge on an own design.
In teams of three, the students were asked to design a small gal-
lery, placed on the GUC campus, to serve as an exhibition space 
for the art and architecture work of the GUC students. 
With the exception of the ceilings and roofs all the walls had to be 
built out of bricks. The purpose of this limitation was to familiarize 
the students with one of the most common building materials in the 
world and to teach them about the quality of traditional architecture 
in Egypt. The aim was also to make them realize how materiality 
and construction affects the design of a building. 
In this course the students had to show their creativity as well as 
their acquired knowledge by developing a 1:20 detail in related 
drawings of plan, section and elevation of a chosen part of their 
building. In addition, the students were asked to build a 1:20 sec-
tion model in order to demonstrate the wall and ceiling connection 
as well as the wall and window connection. The model helps to 
visualize the different construction layers and therefore leads to 
a better understanding of the construction principles of their own 
designed building.

Sahra Rheinfrank
Salma El-Sherbiny
Menna Tawfik
Abla El-Bahrawy
Tamer Aly
Mostafa Yousef
Hassan El-Ghayesh

Building Technology 1
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In addition to the construction 
project, the students were given 
a small research exercise to work 
on at home or in the library. Each 
team was assigned a specific 
window type to research about, 
and present the final outcome 
to their fellow students. The 
researches were presented on 
A3 panels in form of a picture as 
well as an ink or pencil drawing of 
a vertical and horizontal section 
and an elevation of the opening in 
connection to the wall.

Single Hung Window

GUC Gallery
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Building Technology 2 Prof. Dr. Hanno Ertel
Asst. Prof. Dr. Wafaa Nadim

In response to societies’ complex needs; technology developed 
as people learned how to use the different materials to the best 
advantage and according to the available skills. For most architects 
the term ‘technology’ means the different means and methods for 
designing and constructing buildings.

In this course students are introduced to masonry as a mate-
rial; and hence were introduced to the different types of masonry 
whether natrural stones or industrial bricks. 

Each student was requested to select an area (a couple of rooms) 
from his/her design project, and change the structural system to 
masonry construction that is two storey high, using masonry only 
for their structure. The intention was that students learn the impli-
cation of using masonry construction on their design functionally 
as well as structurally e.g. span sizes and heights; and conse-
quently, how would this limit the type and size of their openings.

Depending on the masonry sizes, the different bonding tech-
niques, and dimensional coordination, students applied the con-
cept of loadbearing structures on the two storey building using 
loadbearing brick walls for the structure, arches for the openings 
and vaults for the roof.

Since the excercise was a two storey building, students were 
also intorudced to the function of stairs as means for vertical move-
ment and connection between the lower and upper floors. In this 
respect and in groups of 3-4; students were required to select 
out of a variety of stair types, to select one type of stair, explore 
their functions , design requirements; and finally build a physical 
model 1:20.

Ahmed El-Bably 
Dina Mahdy
Hazem Fouad
Sahra Rheinfrank
Yasmina Taha

Building Technology 2
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Building Technology 3 Assoc. Prof. Thomas Loeffler
Asst. Prof. Dr. Wafaa Nadim
Eng. Mohamed Abdel Magied

Building Construction III, follows the same concept of design and 
construction. In this course, students were required to design a 
CampusCafe for the University in the southern part of the food 
court, where all University students as well as staff would have an 
opportunity to get together. The Cafe was aimed to be a central 
meeting point which provides space which caters to multiple activi-
ties such as reading, having discussions, running various events 
such as concerts, exhibitions, etc.

The main madate for the course was reinforced concrete struc-
tures, where students would learn about the characteristics and 
functionalities of concrete structures in the lectures, and then 
apply these to their own design for the Cafe. The building was a 
two storey concrete building which should have double heights for 
a vertical visual connection between the two storeys, and should 
provide visual connection to the outside to allow daylighting as well 
integrate between the inside and outside. To avoid glare, students 
were required to study the orientation of the buidling and find a 
design solution for the facades.

The work was carried out in two phases. The first phase was 
the design phase, where students in groups of three/four got 
acquainted with the site through developing a physical site model 
1:100. This is followed by the design concept of the Cafe, where 
each student developed his/her design. The groups then selected 
one design for further development.

Students developed plans, sections, elevations, structural, and 
facade details using relevant scales of 1:50, 1:10, 1:5. The final 
presentation encompassed a physical model 1:100.

Dina Mahdy
May Gamal Mostafa
Ibrahim Sayed
Sahra Rheinfrank
Hassan El-Ghayesh

Building Technology 3
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Building Physics Prof. Dr. Hanno Ertel

Teaching Building Physics
Building Physics is part of the core subject Building Technology. 
The teaching consists of lectures, tutorials and exercises in the 
course of semester projects and assignments. According to the 
teaching concept of integrated learning by working in projects the 
practical exercises are particularly stressed. 

Practical exercises help to ease the learning. In the first small 
project “Bring your Brick” the students of the 1st semester learn 
about the material and raw density of a self-acquired brick. Doing 
the measurements together is a great new experience. 

The lectures BPH are separated into following subjects:

1st semester I.  Heat and Heat Transmission
 II. Humidity and Moisture Transmission
2nd semester III. Noise Control in Buildings
 IV. Architectural Acoustics
3rd semester V. Light and Daylight
 VI. Ventilation
 VII. Energy Balances in Buildings

This way the students understand and are ready to deal in the 
project 2nd semester already with the very important subject of 
heat controlling via thermal insulation of the building envelope 
(U-value of roof and external walls). 

   

Demonstration of different solar 
impacts on roof and walls of a 
building by measuring the surface 
temperature on an external wall
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Tutorials and Assignments
Tutorials are used to do calculations parallel to the lectures. A 
collection of tasks and solutions had been worked out along with 
answers to frequently asked questions.

The assignments “Check your Home” and “Draw your Home” 
in the 1st and 2nd semester respectively are introduced to teach 
the students awareness about the energy consumption of build-
ings, particularly of their own home (Check your Home) and to 
exercise their skills in Architectural Drawing. But most important 
is the intention to educate students in self organizing their work 
schedule. Therefore the task is handed out at the beginning and 
the submission of the results will be at the end of the semester 
without any controlling in the meantime. But there are opportuni-
ties of consulting with the professors, the students can use. 

Emphasis on measurements
Teaching Building Physics requires practical measurements. 
Therefore we started buying measurement devices in the aca-
demic year 2011/2012. Measurement results are integrated in the 
current lectures.

Vorlagen Bericht GUC 2012-2013 
Demonstration of different solar impacts on roof 
and walls of a building by measuring the surface 
temperature on an external wall  

Vorlagen Bericht GUC 2012-2013 
Demonstration of different solar impacts on roof 
and walls of a building by measuring the surface 
temperature on an external wall  

Vorlagen Bericht GUC 2012-2013 

Measurement of the illuminance E in lux [lx], demonstrating the independence 
 of E from the colour or structure of the background 

Vorlagen Bericht GUC 2012-2013 

Measurement of the illuminance E in lux [lx], demonstrating the independence 
 of E from the colour or structure of the background 

Vorlagen Bericht GUC 2012-2013 

Measurement results: 
 
winter:     20.1.2012 
 
   inside:    26,0°C *) 
   outside: 14,5°C 
 
summer:   22.9.2012 
 
   inside:    26,7°C *)  
   outside:  28,6°C 
 
*)   average value of the three 
      chambers inside the pyramid 
 
Cairo annual average 
temperature : 21,7°C  (Wikipedia) 
 
 

Measurement of the illuminance 
E in lux [lx], demonstrating the 
independence of E from the colour 
or structure of the background
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With the new devices for acoustical measurements first investiga-
tions on the impact noise insulation of a typical ceiling construction 
in a residential building were performed.
 The result is shown in the diagram within a standardized form. 
According to ISO 140/7 the measured weighted standardized 
impact sound level is L’n,w = 66dB. The ceiling consists of a 20cm 
concrete slab with a flooring of 1cm floor tiles in 2cm mortar and 
a layer of about 5cm dry sand.

To accomplish the measurement result a tapping machine was 
kept running upon a ceiling while in the room underneath the trans-
mitted impact sound level was measured by a sound analyser. 
The measurement contour in the diagram shows a peak at low 
frequencies (160/200Hz) which is a typical trend for a resonant 
transmission. This leads to some interesting reflections. 

Since the impact sound level of a bare 20cm concrete ceiling 
theoretically shows a linear trend as pictured in the blue line, the 

higher values of the measurement contour must be caused by 
the floor construction, consisting of ceramic tiles in mortar upon 
a layer of dry sand. It looks as if the floor construction acts like a 
resonant system of a mass and a spring, resulting in an excessive 
increase of the impact sound level. That means that the impact 
sound level in the room underneath is higher or the impact sound 
can be heard louder than with a ceiling without this floor construc-
tion.

The measurement clearly shows that the in Egypt widely 
used “standard” floor construction of a sand layer and floor tiles 
embedded in mortar surprisingly deteriorates in a broad frequency 
range the impact sound insulation of the bare concrete ceiling. An 
improvement can be expected only at frequencies above 1000Hz. 
In consequence of these results research activities to investigate 
and to improve the impact sound reduction of that Egyptian stan-
dard floor construction are strongly to be recommended.

Tapping machine on floor tiles to 
measure the impact sound insula-
tion of the ceiling including floor 
construction

Measurement of the trans-
mitted impact sound caused by 
a running tapping machine on 
the ceiling above the room

Visible results on the screen of a 
sound Analyser:
current 1/3 octave spectrum of 
the transmitted impact noise with 
a marked level value at 1000Hz 
of 52,7dB (SPL- sound pressure 
level)
measurement time: 13:04s
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Vorlagen Bericht GUC 2012-2013 

calculated impact 
sound level of a 
200mm concrete 
ceiling without any 
floor construction 

Vorlagen Bericht GUC 2012-2013 

tiles                       cement mortar 
dry sand layer 

200mm concrete ceiling 

mechanical 
analogy 

mf‘‘ 
s‘‘ 

mc‘‘ 
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Architectural Drawing Dipl.-Ing. Lotte Sanwald

Salma El-Sherbiny
Menna Tawfik
Ibrahim Sayed
Hazem Fouad
Sahra Rheinfrank
May Gamal Mosatfa
Eman Abdel Sabour 
Hassan El-Gayesh 

The main aim of the course is to develop a general understanding 
of architectural drawings. The students should train their skills to 
read and draw architectural drawings.

With the first exercises the students learned to transfer 3 dimen-
sional objects in a 2 dimensional drawing and vice versa. They 
had to build a 1:1 model of a cube out of one A3 sheet. It was not 
allowed to stick it togehter piece by piece. They had to think of a 
solution how to fold the cube out of one piece. In the next step they 
had to draw vetical and horizontal sections of the cube. They had 
to measure doors, window, room hights and furniture to transfer 
everything into a smaller scale.

Step by step they draw elevations and facade sections, stairs 
and details, sketches and site plans. They got familiar with different 
scales and learned what to show in which scale. The last exercise 
was a small project about layout. The task was to think about the 
layout from the beginning on. At the end they had to present their 
work in front of the other students. After the course the students 
should be able to produce drawings in the different courses they 
will take in the university.

ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING WS 2012/13

EXERCISE No. I :

FIRST NAME, LAST NAME, STUDENT ID

GROUP NO.          TA FIRST NAME

DATE (DD.MM.YYYY)
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Integrated Design Project
GUC Knowledge Center – A University Library

Assoc. Prof. Thomas Loeffler
Dipl.-Ing. Lotte Sanwald
Prof. Dr. Hanno Ertel

with support of: 
Dr. Amr Shaat,
Dr. Vazul Boros 
(Structural Design)
Eng. Mohamed Abdelmagied 
(Technical Installations)

The Integrated Design Project in the fifth semester is strongly 
focused on Construction and Technology. The Design Studio IV 
course and the Building Technology III course are combined to a 
big Construction Design Project which is also connected to the 
Structural Design course. In this studio, the students learn that 
architectural concepts are only the beginning of a long integrative 
design process. They learn that the construction and the structure 
of a building, its materiality, the technical systems and the environ-
mental prerequisites have a strong impact on the design. 

This year’s topic was the “GUC Knowledge Center”, a univer-
sity library building on the GUC campus. The students worked in 
Groups of three students in a large open studio like teams in an 
architectural office. They started with individual designs of which 
they chose one for further development. Working in teams enables 
them to go much more into detail, to handle a more complex pro-
gram and trains their teamworking skills. They not only learn to 
spread the workload among their team members but to discuss 
design decisions and to compromise. It was amazing to see how 
the projects started with very simple concept models and resulted 
in professionally worked-out project presentations with working 
and detail drawings, accurate physical models, visualizations and 
walk through animations. In the end, the whole is greater than the 
sum of its parts.

Design Studio III Building Technology IV

Integrated 
Design Project

Structural Design

Hossam El Kady
May Gamal Mostafa
Hazem Fouad
Yasmina Taha
Ahmed El Bably
Salah Fahmy El Sayed
Dina Mahdy
Mostafa Yousef
Hassan El Ghayesh
Ibrahim Sayed
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Hossam El Kady
May Gamal Mostafa
Hazem Fouad
Yasmina Taha
Ahmed El Bably
Salah Fahmy El Sayed
Dina Mahdy
Mostafa Yousef
Hassan El Ghayesh
Ibrahim Sayed

Mireille Ashamalla
Mark Iskander
Marco Michel
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Mireille Ashamalla
Mark Iskander
Marco Michel

Integrated Design Project
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Ahmed Ades
Ahmed Ghazy
Islam Tarek

GUC Knowledge Center
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left: first concept models of the 
projects. 
above: structural and spacial 
models

Integrated Design Project
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Structural Design: Civil engi-
neers Dr. Amr Shaat, Ahmed 
El-Shennawy and Dr. Vazul Boros 
discussing the projects

GUC Knowledge Center
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Final Presentations. External 
guest critics were invited to the 
2-day final project presentation: 
Prof. Dr. Yasser Mansour (top), 
former head of the Architecture 

Department, Ain Shams University 
and Prof. Dr. Christian Bauriedel 
(right) from the AUC American 
University in Cairo. 

GUC Knowledge Center
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Karim Ezzat
Rehab Ayman
Hadeer Amin
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Omar Diab 
Mostafa Abu Ghaly
Omar Kassab
Amir Samir
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Omar Diab 
Mostafa Abu Ghaly
Omar Kassab
Amir Samir

GUC Knowledge Center
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Architecture and Urban Design

Prof. Dr. Tamer El Khorazaty
Assoc. Prof. Barbara Pampe
Assoc. Prof. Dr. Vittoria Capresi
Assoc. Prof. Dr. Cornelia Redeker
Assoc. Prof. Dr. Florian Seidel
Asst. Prof. Rowaida Rashed
Dipl.-Ing. Vlatka Seremet
M.Arch Hazem Fouad
M.Arch May El Meligy
M.Arch Hossam El Kady

What is really noticeable is 

how the students accept the 

idea of teamwork, which is 

very essential in the field 

of Architecture and Urban 

Design. We place high regard 

on such things as team spirit 

and valuing others. 
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Introduction to Architectural Design Assoc. Prof. Dr. Florian Seidel

Abla El Bahrawy
Mennatallah Tawfik
Moataz Samir
Mostafa Ahmed
Sahra Rheinfrank
Salaheldin Fahmy
Salma El Sherbiny
Yasmina Adel Osman

The semester started with a joint excursion with History of Archi-
tecture to the mosque of Ibn Tulun, one of Cairo’s oldest and most 
beautiful buildings, to research on proportions and scale, light and 
circulation. These essential topics of architecture, and their com-
bination, were to be our guiding stars throughout the semester. 

The next exercise was dedicated to analysis and surveying. 
Small teams of students each surveyed, analyzed and researched 
on historic buildings in the medieval center of Cairo, especially 
focusing on the often elaborate entrance sequences, and the way 
proportions and lighting were used to invoke a sense of spatial 
drama. Cairo’s rich building tradition of mosques and residences 
proved to be a suggestive source of inspiration for the students. 
The plans, sections, elevation drawings, sketches, photos, and 
analytical drawings were compiled to capacious research booklets 
featuring the respective monuments. 

An excursion to the Saqqara necropolis, in collaboration with 
History of Architecture, again shed light on the timeless qualities 
of great architecture and became another inspiration for the stu-
dents.

A mid-semester sketch excursion to Bait al Suheimy aimed at 
improving sketching skills and enhancing the students’ experi-
ences with complex spatial configurations and traditional ventila-
tion and lighting methods.

Accompanying lectures dealt with basics of architectural design, 
like rules of perception, circulation in architecture, path-space-
relationships, ordering principles in architecture, indirect natural 
lighting, and the most common proportion systems in architecture.
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The first design exercise was an entrance sequence to the studio 
of a world-famous contemporary painter, which should enable it to 
accommodate visitors and to later be turned into a small museum 
of his paintings. The site was to be an imaginary suburban location 
featuring a significant slope and an access road that was oblique 
to the plot’s axis.

A strong focus was laid on designing and presentation with the 
help of models.
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The second design exercise was a small museum dedicated to 
modern and contemporary sculptural art. The art of great sculp-
tors like Donald Judd, Carl Andre, and Rachel Whiteread, and of 
the great light artists James Turrell and Dan Flavin served as both 
inspiration and topic for this complex building design. 

For the design of the art museum, we returned to the dense 
fabric of the historical center of Cairo, with multiple constraints 
resulting from the limited size of the plot and difficult lighting condi-
tions. It was the task of the students to feature each of the different 
works of art with their contrasting dimensions and characteris-
tics in an ideal way, using means of indirect lighting, and to make 
them part of a balanced promenade architecturale throughout the 
museum building. The first-hand experiences of the students with 
the dramatic spatial sequences of buildings from the mamluk and 
ottoman eras were to be applied in the designs. Many of the sculp-
ture museums were complex three-dimensional compositions, 
creating a fusion of the spatial concepts of the local building tradi-
tion with the ideas of minimalism, the promenade architecturale 
and Adolf Loos’s Raumplan.

In the final exam, the students had to design a cube-shaped 
pavilion with fixed outside dimensions that featured a series of 
exhibition spaces. 

The students could choose themselves the proportion system, 
or a combination of systems, as a basis for their designs.
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Design Studio 1
A House

Assoc. Prof. Barbara Pampe

Abla Aly Ahmed Elbahrawy
Ahmed El Bably
Hazem Fouad
Mostafa Ahmed Yousef
Salah El Din Fahmy

The design studio 1 focus on housing. The course is divided 
in several small exercises dealing with different aspects. Each 
exercise is complemented by a lecture focusing on the respective 
subject.

In the first exercise the students learn how to read, understand 
and analyze plans of realized housing projects all over the world. 
This aims at building up a “library” of housing projects to look up 
designing their own houses.

The second exercise is based on a given program and aims 
to understand and order abstractly the spaces and subsequently 
implement this in space. 

As a last step the context is added. Beside observing and 
discovering the context the students learn how to visualize the 
analysis. The task of the last exercise is to further develop the 
design ideas of the second exercise taking into considerations the 
results of the analysis of the context and the size and orientation 
of the plot. 

In addition to the design studio accompanying lectures are 
hold and several field trips are organized to study local hosing 
typologies and the context of the last exercise.
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Street elevation analysis

Figure plan Ground plan

Design Studio 1
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excursions

A House
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Yasmin Mardini
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Ahmed Morsy

Situation plan with aerial roof view 1:200

Figure plan 1:1000

street elevation 1:100 with neighbouring buildings street elevation 1:100 with neighbouring buildings

Ahmed Morsy
25-1238
Design Studio I - Prof. Barbara Pampe
TA Salah El Din Fahmy
Architecture and Urban Design Program
German University Cairo

Photomontage

ground floor plan 1:100 first floor plan 1:100 second floor plan 1:100 third floor plan 1:100

A house in Darb al-Ahmar, Cairo

longitudinal section including neighbouring buidling (A-A) 1:100 cross-section including neighbouring buidling (B-B) 1:100

 Placed in the middle of the dense, busy neighborhood of Darb Al-Ahmar, this house acts as
a peaceful haven for those who want to be secluded from all the chaos going on in the sur-
.rounding still wish to keep in touch with ancient Islamic Cairo

 Minimally decorated, this house seems to cope with the surroundings yet still stand out with
its mod

      .ern edge
 Using slits as windows, this highlights the idea of an introvert design limiting outside/inside
.interaction. Instead, one is encouraged to use the courtyard as an outdoor space

 Designing this house, I tried to benefit from as much space as possible, keeping corridors
 .and unused space to the minimum
 With the ground floor reserved for a construction workshop and a vespa seller, one reaches
 the entrance door -which is located on the first floor- through 2 flights of stairs. One instantly
 sees the courtyard as he/she enters the house which is almost completely transparent on all
.three floors, making up the special character of this house

 The house consists of 3 floors, each holding rooms with similar or somehow connected
 functions. The first floor contains the guestroom, guest bathroom, dining room and kitchen.
The second floor contains the living room, studio and a bathroom and the third floor con-
.tains all the bedrooms and a private bathroom
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Hana Sadik

Design Studio 1
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Hana SadikMarwan Magdy

Dorreya Tawfik

Farah Mohamed

Eslam Mohammad

A House
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Design Studio 2
Designing for Education - A new school in 
Zamalek, Cairo

Assoc. Prof. Barbara Pampe 

Abla Aly Ahmed Elbahrawy
Ahmed El Bably
Mostafa Ahmed Yousef
Salah El Din Fahmy
Tamer Aly

The aim of Design Studio 2 is to confront the students with the 
complexity of an architectural project and to guide them through 
this process with several small steps, inbetween presentations 
and excursions. 

The task of the design studio II was to design a primary school 
in Zamalek, Cairo taking into consideration the urban context as 
well as the pedagogical requirements nowadays and in the future 
internationally and locally. The students were encouraged to think 
the school as a building which could be used also by the commu-
nity after school hours or even could include additional functions 
which are open to the local community.

During the design studio different pedagogical concepts, the 
actual tendencies in pedagogic and results of educational/archi-
tectural science regarding the influence of building environment on 
children were discussed. Films showing other methods of teaching 
were shown and international examples of school buildings were 
analysed. 

In addition several lectures complemented the tutorials focusing 
on different issues regarding the design process and individual 
spaces of school buildings to give the students a library of possibil-
ities and to encourage them to rethink the standardised typologie 
of Egyptian public school buildings.
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Hana Hossam
Ahmed Morsy

Design Studio 2
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Ground Floor Plan 1:200 FIRST FLOOR PLAN 1:200

A new school in Zamalek
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Dorreya Tawfik Adel Elshal
Farah Mohamed Abd El Fatah Abd El Latif

Design Studio 2
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Reham Omar
Sherihan Omar

Design Studio 2
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1 Nader Ayman, Mostafa 
Essameldin

2 Mennatallah Hamza, Rana 
Mohey

3 Hala Lofty
4 Rana Ahmed, Reem Osama
5 Tarek Megahed, Ahmed 

Rady
6 Yasmin Mardini

1

5

6

2

3

4

A new school in Zamalek
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Tahrir Tower
Design Studio 4

Prof. Dr. Tamer El Khorazaty

Ahmed El-Bably
Ibrahim Samy

A New Brand for Cairo… the future of historic Cairo. How should 
we deal with Cairo’s urban and architectural history?

The heart of Cairo needs basic urban and architectural trans-
formations to interact with its visual history and with its inherent 
history. It needs a more holistic vision, different from what archae-
ologists and heritage lovers offer.

A vision that considers the future as much as it considers the 
past; a vision that beholds the future, not only as a development 
of the past and the present.

A future that provides space for creating new qualities of life and 
spreading optimism, not based on nostalgia alone. A future that 
depends on science and scientific research to understand the geo-
graphic location and to understand Cairenes’ problems and needs.
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A future that provides space for creating new qualities of life and 
spreading optimism, not based on nostalgia alone. A future that 
depends on science and scientific research to understand the geo-
graphic location and to understand Cairenes’ problems and needs.

A future connected to the past and to the present… This connec-
tion, visible through a comprehensive vision, satisfies the user’s 
love of historical buildings and fulfils his need for utilizing new 
technologies within a new view of life.

20 students were required to create an office tower in downtown 
Cairo, as an element of a new master plan for the historical area.

Office tower, multiple companies, 100 floors, in the heart of 
downtown Cairo, overlooking Tahrir square… A symbol of the 
new era.

The tower grants Cairo a new brand, highlighting its future and 
giving the new generations hope, courage and optimism…

The tower starts downtown Cairo’s urban transformation towards 
another future, evolving from its regionalism.

The tower demonstrates a free plan, a clear structural system/ 
skeleton and transparency. 

The tower reflects new construction technologies and utilizes 
renewable energies.

The site is located ar the corner of Kasr El-Nil Street, Champol-
lion Street with Tahrir square.

The students were asked to do: Urban analysis of the area, 
Office buildings function studies and theory, Presentation and 
analysis of international towers, and towers structure systems.
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 First Trail Concept Models 

Design Studio 4
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 Norren Sina

 
 Omar El-Ghandour

 
 Hebatallah Haytham

Tahrir Tower
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 #4theek concept models #awesomeness #towers family #architecture #guc

Design Studio 4
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 Hossan Youssef

Design Studio 4
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Ahmed Nagy

“The concept begins with the relation between the 
revolution and the structure. So this building took the 
monumental massive structure style to memorize the 
revolution that took place in this area.
The difference of levels represents the ups and 
downs of the revolution while the missing parts of the 
building give us the idea that our revolution is not yet 
‘perfect’ and it still missing some parts”.

Tahrir Tower
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Karim Ezzat

“Making a tower overlooking the Tahrir Square is a daring 
task that will vision a new trend, shaping the future of Down 
town Cairo as we know it. The Concept resembles what have 
been done in the revolution as people, with minimal power, 
started to struggle with the head government. Difference in 
masses remarks the shift in power with the struggle essence 
symbolized by a twist and ecological effects. Furthermore, 
the tower along with the urban situation is designed so that 
the site would be in uniformity with its surroundings and 
consolidates the tower’s existence”.

Design Studio 4
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Hadeer Amin

“The area chosen for the project is one of the most rich sites in egypt, its facing the Nile and 
Tahrir square, and that made it with great potentials. 
My design mainly is targeting the urban of the area under the statement of “LAND PRODUCING 
ARCHITECTURE” trying to produce the architecture of the tower from the urban potentials of 
the land. first shifting the tower at the very side end of the land leaving a huge space in front 
which creates a welcoming environment to people , also creating the 1st 5 floors on a bigger 
land to make the transition between human scale and tower scale that break the feeling of 
aggressiveness of the tower”.

Design Studio 4
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Public Lecture
Tarek Naga
Naga Studio Architecture, Los Angeles

“Year Zero, Ground Zero 
(and the Archetypal Tower Reincarnate)”

Tarek Naga is the founder and principal of the Los Angeles/Cairo-
based Naga Studio (an investigative/experimental architectural 
practice, established in 1991 in Venice, California.

His work has been internationally recognized and widely 
published in various international professional publications in 
the US, Europe, japan, China, Russia, and the Middle East. He 
has been invited to lecture in several universities and academic 
institutions thorough out the world.
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Art Hotel Downtown Cairo
Design Studio 4

Assoc. Prof. Dr. Vittoria Capresi
Assoc. Prof. Barbara Pampe 

Salah Fahmy

Downtown Cairo is the district developed under the Khedive Ismail 
at the end of the 19th century and the beginning of the 20th cen-
tury. The city plan was inspired by the streets and squares pattern 
introduced by Haussmann in Paris, and several European and 
Egyptian architects built palaces and apartments buildings using 
a rich stylistic vocabulary. Nowadays Downtown is the main lively 
heart of the city, hosting street vendors and small shops, offices, 
houses, cafes and restaurants in a complex social, religious and 
functional equilibrium. A general lack of regulations regarding how 
to deal with the heritage and an old rental system are the main 
reasons for the neglect of the architecture and numerous demoli-
tions of the old Ismaelia buildings. In 2007 the real estate company 
Al Ismaelia started buying buildings in the area with a long-term 
concept of restoring, renting or selling them to a higher price. The 
purpose is to restore the building, upgrade their infrastructure an 
than readapt their uses to suit temporary requirements. The aim is 
to revive Downtown to a lively commercial, business and housing 
district. offer apartments for temporary cultural activities as art 
exhibitions and art studios. The Townhouse Gallery is one of the 
successful examples of reuse supported by Al Ismaelia.

This design studio follows this vision and proposes a suitable 
function to upgrade the area. At the same time the students will 
search for forms, which can fit with a contemporary language to 
the surroundings so they would come up with answers to these 
essential questions: What is the future of Downtown Cairo? Is it 
possible to combine heritage with the vision of a progressive city? 
Does modernity means the complete elimination of the existing 
identity of the area of Downtown?

Based on the analysis of the urban area and the urban vision 
developed, the students designed a Boutique Hotel with 30 rooms 
for daily guests and 10 studios for artists in residence. Beside the 
studios which can be rented for longer terms from national and 
international artists, and the rooms the hotel hosts a small restau-
rant/café and an art gallery with an exhibition space opening the 
building to the public.
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Said Halim Palace, Antonio Lasciac, 
1896-1899, Sh. Campollion
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Excursions and interviews with the inhabitants 

Design Studio 4
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URBAN ANALYSIS

URBAN VISION 1:2000

The revival of Downtown can be done by flourishing spots in its center,
through connecting the existing buildings using a floor pattern or street
furniture, so that each spot has a recognizable theme.
In this case, a floor pattern was used connecting the galleries and the
buildings having the initiative of being used as an exhibition place in
Downtown with an Art theme to be a first step towards a series of spots to
be connected reviving Downtown and its heritage once more.

ART HOTEL DOWNTOWN

German University in Cairo Architecture and Urban and Design Program - Aly Demerdash 22-4384ART HOTEL DOWNTOWN

The floor pattern was used as an indication for either showing that its a
pedestrian street or slow car traffic and priority for pedestrians, and to
connect between:

  1) Said Halim pasha palace
  2) Public girls' school
  3) Viennoise Hotel
  4) Townhouse library and gallery
  5) Mashrabeyia Gallery

1

2

3

4

4

5

1 2

3

4

5

An analysis is always required specially when building
within historical context, so we started analyzing and we
noticed that the recent buildings are mostly higher, so as a
sequence, the coming ones would be higher. But, that was
not the case, I decided to respect the heights of the
neighboring buildings, to be fitting within the block.

Analysing the traffic in Downtown, I found out
that it is always so dense due to its location, so I
started observing the cars motion and I found out
that in some narrow streets cars' motion is slower
than pedestrians, so I decided to change the
street between the hotel and said halim palace
into a pedestrian street.

1900's to 1930's
1940's to 1960's
1960's till Now
Hotel site

So, the sequence of building
higher should not always be
followed, But following the
heritage and the context within
the area you are building.

It is a common phenomenon in Downtown that
people use the sidewalks as an outdoor cafe,
they even extend to the street itself turning the
priority to the pedestrians not the cars, so its
better having three categories of streets in
Downtow, the first is for cars only which are the
main streets, second is totally for pedestrians and
the third is a slow car motion where outdoor
cafes' are.

Going more into details and analyzing the
openings and windows in the buildings, I found
out that the majority of the windows are of the
same vertical rectangled dimensions and some
of the buildings have balconies.

As a result, I decided to have the same window
propotions for the Hotel openings since all the
buildings are using them.That way the Hotel
could be sinking into the context and not being
odd.
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Site Analysis 

Art Hotel
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LONGITUDINAL SECTION 1:200

Third Floor Plan 1:200

ROOM DETAIL 1:100 STUDIO DETAIL 1:100

Fourth Floor Plan 1:200

ART HOTEL DOWNTOWN German University Architecture and Urban and Design program - Omar Mohamed Abdelmageed Diab

STREET ELEVATION 1:200

GROUND FLOOR PLAN 1:200

SITE PLAN 1:500

ART HOTEL DOWNTOWN German University Architecture and Urban and Design program - Omar Mohamed Abdelmageed Diab

STREET ELEVATION 1:200

GROUND FLOOR PLAN 1:200

SITE PLAN 1:500

ART HOTEL DOWNTOWN German University Architecture and Urban and Design program - Omar Mohamed Abdelmageed Diab

Design Studio 4
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Omar Abdl El-Meguid

Art Hotel



128STREET ELEVATION 1:200

GROUND FLOOR PLAN 1:200

SITE PLAN 1:500

German University Architecture and Urban and Design program - Aly Demerdash 22-4384ART HOTEL DOWNTOWN
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CONCEPT

PHOTOMONTAGE

German University Architecture and Urban and Design program - Aly Demerdash 22-4384ART HOTEL DOWNTOWN

Then I came out with this
popping out idea, which
was not matching the
neighboring buildings, so I
had to reconsider how to
orient the pop outs

Then I thought of seperating between the
Hotel rooms as pop outs and the Art
studios with different languages as in the
pictures below

At the beginning I kept
trying all the possibilities
of the hotel form and its
orientation as in the
figure below with 1:500
scaled Models

The Hotel rooms are
having three different
expressions; the popping
out glass room is exposed
to the city, the Normal
Window in hiding from the
city and the one with
loggia is lingering between
the two extremes.

So, the hotel is made
of two main masses,
the Hotel rooms out of
rough concrete
material with the pop
outs and the studios
with smooth
translucent glass with
transparent slits.

This floor pattern with
grass in between was
used in the area
connecting between
the Hotel and the
palace and continuing
towards other art
spaces in Downtown
while grass is fading.
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PALACE ELEVATION 1:200

CONCEPT

PHOTOMONTAGE

German University Architecture and Urban and Design program - Aly Demerdash 22-4384ART HOTEL DOWNTOWN

Then I came out with this
popping out idea, which
was not matching the
neighboring buildings, so I
had to reconsider how to
orient the pop outs

Then I thought of seperating between the
Hotel rooms as pop outs and the Art
studios with different languages as in the
pictures below

At the beginning I kept
trying all the possibilities
of the hotel form and its
orientation as in the
figure below with 1:500
scaled Models

The Hotel rooms are
having three different
expressions; the popping
out glass room is exposed
to the city, the Normal
Window in hiding from the
city and the one with
loggia is lingering between
the two extremes.

So, the hotel is made
of two main masses,
the Hotel rooms out of
rough concrete
material with the pop
outs and the studios
with smooth
translucent glass with
transparent slits.

This floor pattern with
grass in between was
used in the area
connecting between
the Hotel and the
palace and continuing
towards other art
spaces in Downtown
while grass is fading.
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Aly El Demeredash

Aly ElDemerdash

Art Hotel
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GROUND FLOOR PLAN 1:200

SITE PLAN 1:500

German University Architecture and Urban and Design program - Marco Michel 22-4142ART HOTEL DOWNTOWN

STREET ELEVATION 1:200

GROUND FLOOR PLAN 1:200

SITE PLAN 1:500

German University Architecture and Urban and Design program - Marco Michel 22-4142ART HOTEL DOWNTOWN

Marco Aziz

Design Studio 4
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Ahmed Ades

Noha Salama Mirielle Ashmalla

Zeyad Ghazy

Art Hotel
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Hydroponic Envelope
Design Studio 4

Assoc. Prof. Dr. Cornelia Redeker 

Hazem Fouad
Hassan El Ghayesh

With recent urges to go green, rooftop gardening is part of a global 
urban agriculture movement. In the Egyptian context it aims to miti-
gate the consequences of encroachment on the scarce agricul-
tural land of the Nile Valley while potentially offering an additional 
income to the inhabitants. 

The aimt of the design studio is to combine hydroponic gardening 
techniques with questions of thermal comfort in one building com-
ponent. It will ideally provide a facade system for existing and new 
buildings while addressing the architectural quality and potential, 
yet unexplored. The elements were developed as both horizontal 
and vertical building components capable of addressing several 
crucial issues.

SCA-CONE
Mohamed Alaa & Mohamed Arshed

Eshrab-Tezra’ (Drink-Plant)
Dina Hamamo & Islam Tarek

BamTin
Nouran El-Sherif, Salma Aly 
& Yomna El-Lebedy

Living Tires
Sanaa Ahmed, Sandi Boules 
& Dina Mansour

Planted Recycled Pockets
Christine Rafik & Sandra Hany

Wire Climbing
Ahmed El-Mihy 
& Youssef Sameh

Molokheya Farm
Ahmed Ghazy & Mark Iskandar

Consulted by:

Assoc. Prof. Thomas Loeffler, Building Technology
Prof. Dr. Hanno Ertel, Building Physics
Assoc. Prof. Dr. Sameh Kantoush, Civil Engineering and students

in Collaboration with
Schaduf Urban Microfarms
Emararet El-Insan Foundation
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Planted Recycled Pockets
Christine Rafik & Sandra Hany

Hydroponic Envelope

Building Component

Eshrab-Tezra’ (Drink_Plant) SCA-CONE

For the development of a building component that combines 
hydroponic gardening technology with a façade design, the stu-
dents were encouraged to explore different materials: plastics, 
brick, concrete, palm leaves, fabric mats, etc. 

These materials were studied both in terms of their aesthetic 
capacity as well as hydrological aspects regarding the irrigation 
technique. Generic foamboard models on the scale 1:20 were built 
to study both.
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Ezbet El Haggana Workshop

from Top to Bottom:
- Street Sections
- Ground floor uses and relation to 
the street

Design Studio 4
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Top:
- Current rooftop uses
-GUC students site visit to Ezbet El Haggana
Below:
- Longitudinal street section for Khaled Ibn Al Walid street

Hydroponic Envelope
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Site Application

SCA-CONE

Exemplary building typologies in Izbet-El Hagana were surveyed 
to develop the generic building component further. All students 
developed a customized solution for the community-center 
building of Imaret-El-Insaan foundation in Izbet-El-Hagana. In col-
laboration with GUC civil engineering students calculations were 
made for the proposed designs. The final design of the building 
component was supplemented with a step-by-step guide on how 
to implement the respective system.

Design Studio 4

Living Tires

Molokheya Farm
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Living Tires

‘Our urban vision is mainly focused 
around the bamboo forest which 
we are planning on growing on the 
borders of Izbet El Hagana since 
the prices of bamboo are high so it 
would be more feasible on location 
site.We are planning on using grey 
water to grow the bamboo forest, 
using grey water to grow bamboo 
was tested before and works very 
well as it was observed that the 
bamboo cleanses the water .If we 
grow the bamboo forest on the right 
side of izbet el haganna the process 
of collecting the grey water would 
be easy in case of the expansion of 
izbet el haggana as we could imple-

Urban Vision

Hydroponic Envelope

ment a system in each appartment 
in the new buildings where the grey 
water is seperated and collected in 
a tank that feeds the forest. In case 
of growing the bamboo forest on 
the left side collecting grey water 
won’t be as easy as all the build-
ings are old and it would be hard 
to implement the grey water seper-
ating system .It’s preferred to grow 
the forest on the left side due to the 
topography.’
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BamTin

Urban Vision

Based on group research and a 
site analysis, an urban strategy 
was developed that envis-
ages the issues that may be 
addressed through hydroponic 
gardening in Cairo. Moving from 
the object scale of the building 
component to the urban realm, 
the students developed long-
term strategies how their 
system could become an accu-
mulative urban strategy over 
time. The concepts involved 
economic incentives, recycling 
strategies, wastewater man-
agement and forestry, as well 
as training, branding and com-
munication strategies.

Design Studio 4
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SCA-CONE

BamTin

Final Presentation

Design Studio 4

Final presentation with guest critics
Eng. Nagwa Raouf, Emaret-Il-Insaan Foundation
Ass. Prof. Dr. Christian Bauriedell, AUC 
Sherif Hosny, founder Shaduf Microfarms
Assoc. Prof. Dr. Sameh Kantoush, GUC Civil Engineering
Hassan El Mouelhy, urban researcher
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Test Facade

As a follow-up of the design studio, we are in the process of 
preparing a test facade on campus for two of the models: a stu-
dent project using recycled plastic bottles (Eshrab-Tezra’) and a 
wire-mesh solution that we have developed further based on the 
insights of the research-based design studio. As a site we would 
like to work on the wall adjacent to the architecture building. The 
test facade surveyed together with the GUC Hydraulic Lab aims 
to investigate

• Water pressure and consumption
• Plant development and nutrient supply
• Different aesthetic design solutions
• The flexibility of the design

Hydroponic Envelope
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Contemporary approaches to scenic spaces: 
A set design for the Cairo Opera House

We consider architecture not only as an enclosure of space. It is 
not only defined by walls, floors and ceilings. Architecture comes 
alive through visual expression, dynamic light, sound and spaces 
of interaction. Our objective is the architectural discourse and the 
aesthetic comprehension of space.

The spatial qualities that create exciting architecture were studied 
in this course by using a scenic setting for Giuseppe Verdi’s opera 
“Aida” - but in a new, contemporary context. The stage for “Aida 
post-revolutionary” was the ideal-theoretical place to explore the 
spatial qualities and gain new perspectives on architecture - the 
stage as an experimental field for architecture, its dense and con-
centrated expression.

Starting with space theory and theatre analysis the students 
developed their individual themes and interpretations of the 
original opera play. They explored the city, their neighborhoods 
and analyzed social phenomena in Egypt to find the topic that 
they could transfer to a new stage concept. The students cre-
ated scenes and visuals by using real places and settings, they 
translated the original script to a modern story dealing with ethical, 
socio-economical or political aspects of the society. 

The unique and expressive visual representation was a major 
part of Staging Cairo, the use of different and new media highly 
supported. An essential aspect of this course was the process-
based work, interdisciplinary discussions with media artists and 
dramaturgs as well as regular pin-up presentations.

Staging Cairo
Scenography and Space – Aida Post-Revolutionary
Design Studio 4

Dipl.-Ing. Vlatka Seremet

Abla El Bahrawy
Mostafa Youssef

Design Studio 4
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“Let us flee from the scorching  
sun of this desert land.
A new fatherland
reveals itself to our love.”

“You asked me to flee with you
to a foreign land?
To abandon my fatherland
and the altars of gods?

This land where I first plucked
the flowers of glory,
this land where first we loved - 
how can we forget it?”

“The stars will shine upon us
with a purer, brighter light!”

“Heaven opens to us, 
our wandering souls fly fast 
towards the light of eternal 
day...”

Aida Post-Revolutionary
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TRANSITION THROUGH THE NON-EXISTENT
Heba Ezzat Dewedar

AIDA 2.0 LITTLE BOX OF WONDERS
Omar Khaled Kassab

UNREALISTIC LAYERS UNRAVELING FUTURISTIC EXPANDABLE HEAVY

Aida as an existentialist play: “The story of Aida is not realistic in the 
times we’re living now.”

Aida in a futuristic box: “By observing changes in society I noticed that 
life is turning more and more digital everyday, loosing its physical pres-
ence and existance.”

Design Studio 4
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POWER GREED JEALOUSY

PARALLEL UNIVERSES
Marwa Adel

Aida as social criticism: “It is all about money... It all goes back to it, for it 
defines who you are and decides how you should be treated.”

WALL OF SURVEILLANCE
Ibrahim Hany Mohamed Anwar

Aida in the corporate sector: “This modern depiction dissects the con-
cept of love which no more fits in its majestic romantic sense that Aida 
represents.”

A DEPICTION OF MODERN LOVE
INFORMAL NEIGHBORHOOD (VS) CORPORATE SECTOR

Staging Cairo
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REDUNDANCY – POVERTY – DECONSTRUCTION
Rehab Ayman Lotfy Abd El-Fatah

FACADE OF SOCIETY

Aida as a radical critique of society : “The fire of revenge has come - It’s 
time for deconstruction phase - To show the truth - To end darkness - To 
let light illuminate.”

A WORLD WITH TWO FACES
Ahmed Ossama Al-Assily

RICH POOR LOVE

Aida in a desolate world: “This is a story about two societies, in which 
a business man uses his power and money to take over poor people’s 
land. ”

Design Studio 4
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THE PARAMETRIC SEPARATION
Sara Khaled Ibrahim Kessba

Aida between strictly defined parameters: “There is a machine control-
ling the people BANG!!! Two different worlds, UPPER that receives light 
while LOWER is dark and isolated. ”

EMOTIONS CONTROL POWER

Aida as a mystery play: “...skewed walls are moved to the left and right 
to change the perception of space and give you the impression of suf-
focating and relaxing...” 

BREATHING SPACES
Karim Ahmed El Mandoury

PARTIAL MYSTERY BREATHING

Staging Cairo
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AIDA3

Marwah Garib

Aida as a modern chess play: “Each possible move is a possible line in 
the story. Aida takes the colors, absorbs and passes them to the audi-
ence.”

LOVE BETRAYAL TRUTH

CABARET
Omar Tarik Kamal Bishr

Aida as a bellydancer, Radames as a religious extremist: “The vulgar 
blend of colorful lights filling the place, cheap Egyptian liquor flooding all 
over the cheap wooden tables and chairs...” 

SEDUCTION MOTION CONFLICT

Design Studio 4
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THE LIGHT MIRRORED STAIRS
Nada Adel Mohammed Ibrahim Asker

Aida on a rotating stair: “Aida as a love and betrayal story, the girl who is 
brought to slavery in Egypt.”

CONNECTION INSIDE OUTSIDE

AIDA IN THE CAFÉ
Mostafa Aboughali

Aida in a rotating niqab box: “The Egyptian café as an important and 
diverse interaction point common to a wide range of society, always 
flourishing with action.”

NIQAB DELIMINATION ACCULTURATION

Staging Cairo
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FRAMED SOCIETY
Yomna El Gendy

Aida between commercialization and culture: “A life where ads are 
everywhere - invading our lives in such a way that they replace every-
thing and anything that once had a value.”

MATERIALISTIC MINDSET, COMMERCIAL ABUSE, LOSS OF IDEN-
TITY

UNDER CONSTRUCTION
Hesham Balbaa

Aida as a cross-gender construction: “...a shocking twist where Aida is 
transformed into a male, to resemble a different kind of love, respect 
and moral.”

CONSTRUCTION REVOLUTION CONSPIRACY

Design Studio 4
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THE HALLS
Maha Mostafa Abdel-Atty Mahgoob

Aida as a surreal parable: “The new era versus the old era - the inside is 
extroverted to the outside.”

INTIMIDATION TRAPPED, CONTRADICTORY VERTICALITY

THE BOOK OF WAR AND LOVE
Yosra Mandour

Aida as a baroque allegory: “The dialectics of life, war and love, in two 
books separated by a crack in the floor.”

Staging Cairo
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Assoc. Prof. Dr. Cornelia Redeker

Abla El Bahrawy
Dina Mahdy
Hassan El Ghayesh
May Gamal El Meligy
Mostafa Youssef
Salah Fahmy

Informed by a weekly lecture series to introduce fundamentals 
of urban design, the students developed their first urban design 
project entitled 1/2 Housing / 1/2 Landscape. To a large extent 
the primarily informal urban development of Central Cairo takes 
place on scarce agricultural land. Therefore the designs within two 
existing urban contexts combine collective housing and landscape 
development. The students were asked to develop innovative solu-
tions for the eminent conflict between housing and agriculture 
in the Nile valley. The students could choose between site 01, 
a former prison farm that used to be an olive orchard, and site 
02, still used for agricultural purposes, but severely threatened by 
informal encroachment. The task to include agricultural functions 
in the open space design aims to mitigate the impacts of arable 
land consumed by housing while capitalizing on its spatial quali-
ties for the new neighborhood. The loss of agricultural area could 
further be compensated via rooftop gardens. 

URBAN ANALYSIS AND SITE MODEL 1:1000 
To prepare for the urban design surrounding building development 
were analyzed during site visits to then build a joint site model in 
the scale 1:1000 in each group. The models included the respec-
tive topography, streets and street blocks, building masses, and 
in case of site 2, the Nile.

URBAN DESIGN 1:1000
From the conceptual relationship between open and closed 
spaces to the development of building masses, the design pro-
posals resulted in figure-ground plans. In reference to the sur-
rounding building typologies or one of the basic typologies (blocks, 
rows, solitaires) an urban pattern was developed. Plans, sche-
matic diagrams, visualizations and an insertion model illustrate 
each team’s project.

1/2 HOUSING 1/2 LANDSCAPE  EXERCISE 02.1  URBAN ANALYSIS
In the second exercise you will design a new housing area within an existing urban 
context. As the title implies, half of the site should be built on while the other half 
serves as open space that should also include urban agriculture to compensate for the 
building development. To prepare for the design we will use the excursion to analyze the 
surrounding building development. Each group will contribute to the site analysis by

TEAM 1 / VERIFYING, CHANGING OR COMPLETING THE PLAN AND ISOLATING LAYERS
Are the streets, blocks and buildings in the map correct? If not, update your groups maps.
Draw the street pattern, block patterns and building masses in separate layers.

TEAM 2 / DRAWING EXEMPLARY SECTIONS 1:500 (see section lines) 
-draw a section of the buildings in section with floors, street profiles, parking, street 
blocks, trees, urban furniture
-add dimension lines and building heights (estimating a floor height x number of floors)
-analyze the topography and estimate height differences

TEAM 3 / ANALYZING+/ESTIMATING
-building depths and lengths
-number of floors and number of housing units per building
-floor space ratio 
(The floor space ratio is the buildings total covered area on all floors of buildings (square 
meters) divided by the area of the street block (square meters))

TEAM 4 / MAPPING OPEN AREAS TO SHOW 
-public / semi-public/ / semi-private / private using 4 different hatches for the street block 
or if no street block is existent a comparable defined area
-additional ground floor programs other than housing (shops, workshops, offices etc. )
-mark the orientation of the buildings by marking the entrances (triangle) and balconies 
(with a line)

Also use your sketchbooks to make drawings and to take notes and your cameras to take 
pictures to gather information you will need also for the following model building and 
of course for your design proposal. The results need to be scannable at the end of the 
studio on Oct 16. They will then be presented by each group in powerpoint or as a pdf on 
Tuesday October 23 in the lecture hall for all. You will be allowed to show 4-5 photos or 
sketches to illustrate your analysis or to show interesting details of your research. After 
the joint analysis of both sites has been presented to everyone, you will take a group vote 
for one of the sites. We have 40 minutes per site. This gives you 8 minutes per site per 
group to present. Take this in mind when preparing!

OCT 13 / 8.30.00-5.00 PM / EXCURSION+SITE ANALYSIS (4 TEAMS PER GROUP)
OCT 16 / STUDIO URBAN ANALYSIS SITE 1+2
OCT 23 / PRESENTATION OF URBAN ANALYSIS FOR BOTH SITES+SITE VOTING PER GROUP

SITE 02

1/2 HOUSING 
1/2 LANDSCAPE

1/2 HOUSING 1/2 LANDSCAPE

SITE 01 1/2 HOUSING 1/2 LANDSCAPE  EXERCISE 02.1  URBAN ANALYSIS
In the second exercise you will design a new housing area within an existing urban 
context. As the title implies, half of the site should be built on while the other half 
serves as open space that should also include urban agriculture to compensate for the 
building development. To prepare for the design we will use the excursion to analyze the 
surrounding building development. Each group will contribute to the site analysis by

TEAM 1 / VERIFYING, CHANGING OR COMPLETING THE PLAN AND ISOLATING LAYERS
Are the streets, blocks and buildings in the map correct? If not, update your groups maps.
Draw the street pattern, block patterns and building masses in separate layers.

TEAM 2 / DRAWING EXEMPLARY SECTIONS 1:500 (see section lines) 
-draw a section of the buildings in section with floors, street profiles, parking, street 
blocks, trees, urban furniture
-add dimension lines and building heights (estimating a floor height x number of floors)
-analyze the topography and estimate height differences

TEAM 3 / ANALYZING+/ESTIMATING
-building depths and lengths
-number of floors and number of housing units per building
-floor space ratio 
(The floor space ratio is the buildings total covered area on all floors of buildings (square 
meters) divided by the area of the street block (square meters))

TEAM 4 / MAPPING OPEN AREAS TO SHOW 
-public / semi-public/ / semi-private / private using 4 different hatches for the street block 
or if no street block is existent a comparable defined area
-additional ground floor programs other than housing (shops, workshops, offices etc. )
-mark the orientation of the buildings by marking the entrances (triangle) and balconies 
(with a line)

Also use your sketchbooks to make drawings and to take notes and your cameras to take 
pictures to gather information you will need also for the following model building and 
of course for your design proposal. The results need to be scannable at the end of the 
studio on Oct 16. They will then be presented by each group in powerpoint or as a pdf on 
Tuesday October 23 in the lecture hall for all. You will be allowed to show 4-5 photos or 
sketches to illustrate your analysis or to show interesting details of your research. After 
the joint analysis of both sites has been presented to everyone, you will take a group vote 
for one of the sites. We have 40 minutes per site. This gives you 8 minutes per site per 
group to present. Take this in mind when preparing!

OCT 13 / 8.30.00-5.00 PM / EXCURSION+SITE ANALYSIS (4 TEAMS PER GROUP)
OCT 16 / STUDIO URBAN ANALYSIS SITE 1+2
OCT 23 / PRESENTATION OF URBAN ANALYSIS FOR BOTH SITES+SITE VOTING PER GROUP

SITE 02

1/2 HOUSING 
1/2 LANDSCAPE

1/2 HOUSING 1/2 LANDSCAPE

SITE 01

Introduction to Urban Design
1/2 HOUSING • 1/2 LANDSCAPE

Opposite page: final presentations
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This page: urban analysis of surrounding building typologies site 01+02, photos from top to bottom site 
01 Tora prison farm, visit of test roof garden and lecture by Sherif Hosny at Schaduf Microfarms 
opposite page: photo analysis of urban context site 02 Dar El Salaam, site 02 agricultural land soon 
to be encroached, Cairo from the Nile

 Introduction to Urban Design
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Building footprint .. Scale 1:5000

Green areas .. Scale 1:5000

Circulation .. Scale 1:5000

Step 1)
Z-shaped blocks forming the star
and square-shaped olive arcades in between.

Step 2)
The city's main axes (10m) cutting through the
blocks, but keeping the shape of
the olive arcades.

1/2 Housing 1/2 Landscape

Reem Osama 25-1303 .. Lydia Nader 25-442 .. Group 5 .. Urban Design

Step 3)
The Z-shaped building  cut by the
main axes.
Pedestrian streets (8m) around the formed buildings.

Olive arcades

Gardens

pedestrian streets

main axes

Step 4)
Main road (14m) surrounding the land.
The remaining area are public gardens.

Step 5)
Two main entrances.
The western entrance is ramped coming from a lower level.

The Z-shaped unit consists of
four buildings.
Dimensions of each building : 20mx20m
Height : 15m
no. of floors : 5
no. of apartments on each floor : 2

Site Plan .. Scale 1:10000

Concept:

Maadi Site Design

Introduction To Urban Design
Prof. Cornelia Redeker
TA Salah El Din Fahmy
Maadi Site Design

Hana Hossam 25-2085
Ahmed Morsy 25-1238

Data  

Site area: 203,215 m^2
Number Of housing units: 1180 units
Sealed Surface: 82,282 m^2
Building Footprint: 49,571 m^6
Green Area: 71,362

Concept
Maadi, is a district with a lot of green spaces integrated low rise buildings and is well known for it’s many round-abouts.
In our design we tried to adabt the same characteristics of the tipical Maadi. The main street of our site are extended from already existing 
street axis and all re oriented to  the centered square(round-about).  The streets are escorted by olive trees. The site was originally a nature 
protected area with olive trees. On the boarders  we used the basic triangular shape to form public green spaces .  To  increase green areas for 
climate cooling, we used roof-top gardens as private gardens onto of the buildings.

Main Streets leading to square

Units

Public green spaces

N

1/2 Housing 1/2 Landscape design proposals for former Tora 
prison farm site 01 in Maadi, selected plans and visualizations 
opposite page: models scale 1:1000

 Introduction to Urban Design
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Supreme Constitutional Court

Maadi Military hospital

Total sealed surfaces: (streets and pedestrian walkways) 24,212
square meters
Total built surfaces: 50,000 square meters
Total green areas (ground): 15,5690 square meters
Total green areas (additional vertical farms possibility): 10,500
square meters
Estimated # of housing units: 1,474 157 square meter apartments

Suggested Street/ mass grid

Heights scheme.
Lightest gray to darkest gray 6 floor complexes
to 12 floor complexes respectively.

Created spaces varying gradually from
defined (left) to undefined (right).

Final street pattern with main streets
that branch into pedestrian walkways
(while maintaining sufficient width for
one car in case of emergency)

Possible expansions and vertical farming techniques as guidelines for said expansions.

Visualization

Nveen Farag 25-4631
Yasmin Mardini 25-1526

Site plan 1:10000

Concept layers

1/2 Housing • 1/2 Landscape design proposals for agricultural 
land soon to be encroached site 02 in Dar El Salaam
this page: selected plans and visualizations; opposite page: 
models scale 1:1000

 Introduction to Urban Design
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Housing Assoc. Prof. Dr. Cornelia Redeker

Dina Mahdy
Hazem Fouad
May El  Meligy

Guest Lectures:
Youhansen Eid, Understanding Housing in Egypt
Pier Paolo Tamborelli, Oliver Thill, 900km Nile city
Yahia Shawkat, Home Hunting in Egypt
Dina Shehayeb,The AAA+A of Designing Home Environments
Ahmed Zaazaa, Community-based Design Strategies

The 6th semester course addresses fundamentals of housing on 
the neighborhood scale both in Egypt and internationally, histori-
cally and today. The housing lectures addressed collective and 
single-family housing typologies within different contexts and their 
further implications on urbanization patterns. Students learned 
to discuss current problems and emerging concepts and design 
strategies to face current challenges. Further, Egyptian programs 
and regulations, economic aspects, technological considerations 
and social factors were elaborated. A series of guest lectures from 
Cairene housing experts provided further input.

In the tutorial the students investigated and documented public 
housing projects in New Cairo. Starting from a historical overview 
of public housing programs since Nasser (see timeline on following 
page) typological studies and contextual analyses of four public 
housing case studies in the direct vicinity of GUC, as well as inter-
views with their inhabitants resulted in an overview of what David 
Sims coined as Cairo`s “long and continuing love affair” with state-
subsidized housing and very selectively its further implications. 

How is the floor plan organized and how are the buildings posi-
tioned? 

How are they accessed and how are the open spaces organized?

Has the original typology been adapted by the inhabitants? 

Why do certain developments work and others do not? 

What is the impact of the real estate market?

What neighborhood models do they create? 

These and other questions were addressed and illustrated to pro-
duce an exemplified atlas of social housing in New Cairo.

Housing
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Interviews with inhabitants

Public Housing Study New Cairo
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Adaptations of original typology by inhabitants



167Public Housing Study New Cairo

From left to right, top to bottom 
Typological variations, floor plans,
analysis of open spaces, zones and 
margins, floor area ratio, entrances 
and balconies



168 Theory of Urban Planning

Theory of Urban Planning Asst. Prof. Dr. Rowaida Rashed

The course “Theory of Urban Planning” concerns itself with the 
process through which planning occurs/ has occurred and whether 
or not that process is valid. Planning theory is often the arena 
where the field of planning reassesses itself; it is the philosophical 
conscience of the discipline.

The purpose of the course has been to introduce the students 
to the origins of the city throughout history and the forces that 
affect its growth. Starting out by understanding the characteristics 
of a city, while highlighting the differences between planned and 
unplanned cities, moving onto the different city patterns: organic 
and gridiron structures, the students got to learn how to “read” a 
city and have been exposed to the concepts of urban morpho-
logical analysis. The course also tackled topics such as, strategic 
planning, physical planning, urban design guidelines and the 
urban skyline.

Throughout the semester, they have applied many of the con-
cepts through closely examining fourteen (14) cities in different 
parts of the world, namely: London, Berlin, Paris, Barcelona, 
Venice, Copenhagen, Amsterdam, Beijing, Dubai, New York City, 
Masdar City, Zurich, Bilbao and last, but not least, Cairo, which 
has been divided into: Islamic Cairo, Downtown Cairo, Heliopolis, 
Nasr City and new urban communities to the east and to the west 
of Cairo.

“Cities are amalgams of buildings and people…”

“They are inhabited settings from which daily rituals - 
the mundane and the extraordinary, the random and 
the staged - derive their validity…”

Spiro Kostof, 
The City Shaped: Urban Patterns 
and Meanings Through History, 
1991
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VENICE OVERVIEW

VENICE IS CONNECTED WITH 
MESTRE BY THE PONTE DELLA 
LIBERTA, WHICH ENDS WITH 
THE RAILWAY STATION AND 
THE CAR TERMINAL
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Main Routes and City 
Transportation 

Architecture Infrastructure Aqua AltaUrban Pattern
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VENICE URBAN PATTERN

Location and 
General Data

History & Urban Development 
Milestones

Urban 
Planning

City 
Brand(s)

Special 
Project

Accademia Bridge Rialto Bridge Scalzi Bridge Calatrava Bridge

CITY BRANDS

La Salute Church Piazza San MarcoGrand Canal

PIAZZA SAN MARCO 1605, PROCURATIE VECCHIE  (THE OLD PROCURACIES) 16TH CENTURY

THE ARCADE IS LINED WITH SHOPS 
AND RESTAURANTS AT GROUND 

LEVEL.

CAFFE QUADRI

Group 10: Marco Michel, Amir 
Samir, Maryam Fouda, Sandra 
Hany

VENICE
Overview, urban pattern comparisons and city brands

Theory of Urban Planning
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The researches/presentations covered the following points for 
each city:

1. Location and General Data, including but not limited to, cur-
rent area, population, densities, administrative divisions: on the 
national, regional and city scales.

2. History and Urban Development Milestones , including 
the history of the city, its morphogenesis and all relevant growth 
phases.

3. Urban Planning, including, but not limited to, the strategic plan, 
the official city boundaries, districts, neighborhoods, land-use 
plans and urban structures.

BARCELONA
City brands

Group 9: Hossam Khaled, 
Mostafa Abu Ghaly, Omar Diab, 
Omar Kassab

4. City Brand(s), including, but not limited to, architectural charac-
ters of different areas, city image(s) and main projects.

5. Focus Area or Special Project, including the urban analysis 
of a certain area; or the analysis of a special project.t

This has allowed the students to better understand the urban 
artifact and its transformations, being condensed continuities of 
time and place. The course emphasized the fact that the visual 
image of a certain city is created from the process of forming, 
transforming and structuring the urban landscape, as a tangible 
manifestation of socio-cultural identity and collective memory; this 
visual image being the natural result of urban development and the 
tangible and explicit representation of the city.

Venice, Barcelona
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Aly Demerdash .  Ibrahim Hany Anwar  .  Karim Ezzat .  Youssif SamehBERLIN – An Urban Research Project
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History & Urban Development MilestonesLocation and General Data Urban Planning City Brand(s) Special Project
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Industrial
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History & Urban Development MilestonesLocation and General Data Urban Planning City Brand(s) Special Project
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with color saturation

Greenery
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Aly Demerdash .  Ibrahim Hany Anwar  .  Karim Ezzat .  Youssif SamehBERLIN – An Urban Research Project

Location and General Data History & Urban Development Milestones Urban Planning City Brand(s) Special Project

LAND USE PLAN

BERLIN
History and urban development milestones and land-use plan

Group 7: Aly Demerdash, Ibrahim 
Hany Anwar, Karim Ezzat, Youssif 
Sameh
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NEW YORK
Urban development milestones, urban structures, the Manhattan 
grid and city brands

Urban structures 
• “The Manhattan Grid” 
 
• The sun sets precisely in 

line with east-west streets 
several times a year. 

  
• The short north-south 

blocks mean more streets 
lead to the rivers, allowing 
floodwaters to recede 
easily and drawing people 
to the waterfront. 

Urban structures 
• “The Manhattan Grid” 
 
• The sun sets precisely in 

line with east-west streets 
several times a year. 

  
• The short north-south 

blocks mean more streets 
lead to the rivers, allowing 
floodwaters to recede 
easily and drawing people 
to the waterfront. 

Urban structures 
• “The Manhattan Grid” 
 
• The sun sets precisely in 

line with east-west streets 
several times a year. 

  
• The short north-south 

blocks mean more streets 
lead to the rivers, allowing 
floodwaters to recede 
easily and drawing people 
to the waterfront. 

Berlin, New York
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Urban structures

Street system

Broadway_ NY main 
street

• Runs 24 km through Manhattan and 
The Bronx

Street system

Avenues

• First Avenue
• Second Avenue
• Third Avenue
• Lexington Avenue
• Park Avenue
• Madison Avenue
• Fifth Avenue
• Avenue of the Americas (frequently 

called by its old name Sixth Avenue)
• Seventh Avenue
• Eighth Avenue

Urban structures
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Urban structures Urban fabric_NY in 3D
Manhattan

Group 15: Hadeer Amin, Heba 
Ezzat, Re hab Ayman, Nada Adel

NEW YORK

New York
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Introduction to Urban Sociology Assoc. Prof. Dr. Cornelia Redeker

M.Sc. Hazem Abdel Hady
M.Sc. Hossam ElKady
M.Sc. May El Meligy

The course introduced a theoretical approach for examining var-
ious urban environments and settings in relation to users’ behav-
ioral patterns and ethnicity. 

It offered sociology of knowledge approach to the field of the 
urban sociology. It examined traditional urban settings faced with 
modernization and contemporary challenges, spatial location and 
urban growth in relation to environmental, social, cultural and his 
toric shaping factors. 

The course included research analysis, as well as cross-cultural 
comparisons. The students demonstrated by applying theoretical 
methods and aproach, the ability towards historical approach to 
solving major issues in urban sociology. The aim was to educate 
students about the nature and changing the social character of 
the city and urban experience including the larger social, political 
and economic dynamics. Urban Theory and the Urban Experi-
ence brings together classic and contemporary approaches to 
urban research in order to reveal the intellectual origins of urban 
studiesThe students learned how to examine cities from a critical 
perspective with emphasis on both positive and negative conse-
quences on social urbanization.
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The introductory course 
consisted of Guest Lectures, 
workshops, ethnographic 
journals and a final project of 
Behavioral portrait.

Guest Lectures:-
Omar Nagati, CLUSTER, 
Urban Planner 
Mostafa Youssef, Teaching 
Assistant GUC, Architect
Sara Abu Bakr, Daily News 
Egypt, Journalist

Workshops:-
Circles of students were often 
prepared for discussions, sket-
ches within different neigh-
bourhoods.
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Diversity Diversity Diversity Diversity 

 






Ethnographic Journal

Introduction to Urban Sociology
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Each student sketched and 
analyzed his daily observa-
tions in the journal, along 
with the 5 different themes 
given during the course, Re-
dundancy, Media, Sidewalks, 
Cohesion vs segregation and 
diversity.
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Behavioural Portrait

Readings were given to stu-
dents to read and extract dif-
fernt quotes from various 
sociologists from the past, con-
temporary and future era‘s.

Along with the studetns 
interpreation to examin a daily 
observation within their neigh-
bourhood. 

Introduction to Urban Sociology
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Theory of Architecture

Reading Architecture

Architecture does not only manifest itself as drawing, model, or 
building. Architecture is also written and read about in books, 
reviews, and other texts. 

In the GUC curriculum, Theory of Architecture is a Janus-faced 
course. It does not only deal with the theories of architecture that 
have been developed throughout the last 2,000 years, which form 
the basis of architectural aesthetics and our legacy of ideas about 
buildings. 

It should also teach and encourage studying architectural typol-
ogies and principles of buildings in order to lay the basis for a 
systematical approach to designing buildings.

In the winter semester 2012, a special focus was laid on studying 
and analysing exemplary library buildings, with the aim on sup-
porting the concurrent library design in the integrated project. Part 
of the library analyses was building scale models of the respective 
libraries. 

In the summer semester 2013, the focus of the course was on 
reading, analysing and discussing classical and modern texts of 
Theory of Architecture. A complementary screening of films about 
architecture added a new aspect to the students’ experiences con-
cerning architecture.

Assoc. Prof. Dr. Florian Seidel

Mostafa Ahmed
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The lectures of this course provided an analytical survey of 
western and non-western architecture, starting from the Egyptian 
Pharaonic architecture, until the Greek and Roman time. Lessons 
are essentially structured on a chronological base, but several 
aspectswere deepened horizontally until the current time, to see 
how particular typologies changed until today.

LECTURES
-

SITE VISITS
-

sions related to Pharaonic architecture will be organised. These excursions 

analysed objects.

DATES AND TIME
Tuesday, from 8.30 am

2 site visits 

SUBMISSIONS
2 Submissions during the Semester 40%
Final Exam 60%

HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE I
from PHARAONIC until ROMAN ARCHITECTURE

2

History of Architecture I Assoc. Prof. Dr. Vittoria Capresi
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Site Visits
To encourage the active learning of historical sites and buildings, 
two excursions related to Pharaonic architecture were organised. 
These excursions aimed at discovering and experimenting spaces 
and buildings in an autonomous way. Students were asked to com-
plete an exercise during the visit, finalised at developing a critical 
awareness toward their surroundings.

Egyptian Museum
During the visit to the Museum of Egyptian of Antiquities, the stu-
dents were asked to finalise two exercises. The first focussed on 
the building itself: students had to analyse their movements in the 
building, pointing out if their walk was influenced by the building, 
by the exposition, by the light... 

The aim was to focus on the museum not as a neutral container, 
but as an active element in the definition of the visitor´s move-
ments.

For the second exercise students chose one of the architectural 
models used as burial offerings, analysing it as if it would be real 
architecture. They had to technically draw it, differentiating each 

single part of the structure. The main target was to carefully 
observe these models, to understand the building and technical 
devices used in the real architecture.

Saqqara
The excursion to Saqqara included a tour of the new museum and 
the visit of the complex of King Djoser. Here students received a 
list of words both related to architecture and abstract concepts, 
and had to look for a part of the building, a detail, a spatial situation 
or even a shadow, which could describe five of the given keywords. 
The aim of the exercise was to encourage students to look for a 
concept into the built architecture and to sharp their perception of 
forms and materials, training them to look deeply and with par-
ticular attention to the archaeological site.
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HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE II Assoc. Prof. Dr. Vittoria Capresi

Tamer Aly
Dina Mahdy
May El Meligy
Yasmina Taha

The course aimed at clarifying the relationship between social, 
economic and religious influences onarchitecture, exploring 
both the technical and metaphorical aspects of buildings at dif-
ferent ages: early Christian and Byzantine, Middle Age trough the 
Romanesque and Gothic styles, Renaissance and Baroque in Italy 
and abroad. The lectures were organised in a chronological order, 
to facilitate the students in understanding the interregional influ-
ences and stylistic exchanges between different countries.

Several lecture focused on Cairo early Islamic architecture, as 
well as the Ayyubid and Abbasid periods with an emphasis on 
selected monuments of the city from the Tulunid, Fatimid, Mamluk 
and Ottoman times. 

LECTURES
-
-

Age trough the Romanesque and Gothic styles, Renaissance and Baroque in 
Italy and abroad. The lectures are organised in a chronological order, to facili-

Several lecture will focus on Cairo early Islamic architecture, as well as the 
Ayyubid and Abbasid periods with an emphasis on selected monuments of the 

SEMINAR
The seminar will focus on several buildings in Islamic Cairo.

DATES AND TIME
Lecture + Tutorials
+ 2 site visits in Islamic Cairo

SUBMISSIONS
SEMINAR: Submission of the paper (end of the semester) 40%
Final Exam 60%

HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE II
FROM THE LATE ROMAN UNTIL BAROQUE TIME

3
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Seminar on Islamic Architecture

A seminar on Islamic Architecture was organised, to better analyse 
and understand the urban development of Cairo until the Modern 
Era, as well as the stylistic features of each period. The sem-
inar gave the students the possibility to work in smaller groups, 
increasing their critical skills and autonomous research compe-
tences. To each group of three students was assigned a building to 
analyse: it was requested to research about its history, urban posi-
tion in relation to the historical city, to analyse the plans and func-
tional aspects, style and technical devices. Weekly discussions 
facilitated the students in structuring a scientific work, learning 
how to critically deal with sources, how to describe a building using 
a proper vocabulary, how to structure a monographic work. 

Excursions to different buildings in Islamic Cairo (from different 
periods and functions) complemented the work: the group discus-
sions and analysis had the main purpose to train the analytical 
skills and the architectural vocabulary of the students.

Site Visits

Islamic Cairo I
From Bab al-Futoh to the Mosque of Sulayman Agha al-Silahdar: 
registering urban scenography. (joint venture with Design Studio) 
Students had to sketch their way from the city Gate Bab al-Futoh 
until the Mosque of Sulayman al-Silahdar, showing how the 
Ottman Minaret appears as the visual target of the street while 
walking to south. 

Islamic Cairo II
Experience, observe, search! 
(joint venture with Design Studio) The visit included three Mosques 
from different times and with various states of conservations, the 
Mosques of Muayyad, of Qijmas al-Ishaqi and of Maridani. Aim of 
the exercise was to recognise and analyse the typologies of the 
buildings finalising a sketch of the plan. Moreover, students had 
to analyse the entrance situation, pointing out the architectural 
devices used to make the building interact with the street (dif-
ference of levels, manifestation of power through the door and 
decoration, geometry of the façade, communication to the street, 
visibility from far away…).

The main target was to force the students to critically observe 
the three buildings, comparing the various architectural solutions 
adopted.
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HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE III Assoc. Prof. Dr. Vittoria Capresi

The third part of the lectures on History of Architecture provides 
a critical overview of the Modern Era, starting from the indus-
trial revolution until the Second World War. Architectural buildings 
were analysed as a complex summary of technical and construc-
tive solution and esthetical / philosophical contents, both in Europe 
and in North America. 

One of the main focuses was the urban projects of Cairo during 
the XIX and XX. centuries, and the related buildings. Field excur-
sions were organised in the area of Downtown and Heliopolis.

LECTURES
The third part of the lectures on History of Architecture provides a critical 
overview of the Modern Era, starting from the industrial revolution until the 
II World War. The town planning and buildings will be analysed as a complex 
summary of technical and constructive solutions and esthetical / philosophical 
contents. One of the main focuses will be on the Cairo´s urban plans and build-
ings of the XIX. and XX. centuries.

RESEARCH ON MODERN CAIRO 
A research about Downtown / Garden City / Zamalek / Heliopolis will accompa-
in students during the whole semester. Target of the work is to understand the 
architecture of Modern Cairo from a scientific point of view, critically question-
ing the stylistic labels often used to describe the buildings of this era. 

DATES AND TIME
Tuersday, from 8.30 am
Introduction lecture: 7th of February 2013, 8.30 am
2 site visits 

SUBMISSIONS
Submission of the paper (mid / end of the semester) 40%
Final Exam 60%

Prof. Vittoria Capresi 

HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE III
HOW MANY MODERNITIES?

4
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Research
“DOWNTOWN CAIRO/HELIOPOLIS/ZAMALEK – A walking tour” 
was the title of the exercise which accompanied the lectures during 
the semester. Target of the work was to introduce the architec-
ture of XIX. and XX. centuries to the students from a scientific 
point of view, critically questioning the stylistic labels often used 
to describe the buildings of this time. 

Each group of two students was asked to produce a small guide 
about one of the chosen area including three buildings, the streets 
/path between them and the histories of the inhabitants of these 
buildings. The group was free to choose three buildings they liked, 
describing each of them starting from an analysis of the façade 
(geometries and stylistic features) and sketching a plan to under-
stand the distribution of the flats on each floor. 

A particular focus was given to the oral histories: inhabitants, 
shops holders and bawabs were asked for their personal relation 
to the building and stories they may know about it.
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Visual Design and Presentation 

Prof. Dr. habil. Erwin Herzberger
Asst. Prof. Dr. Jens Heissler
Assoc. Prof. Dr. Florian Seidel
Dipl.-Ing. Vlatka Seremet
Dipl.-Ing. Bernd Bess
M.Arch Mohamed Rafaat
M.Arch Maha El Gewely

In architecture we always 

deal with the relationship 

between shape and space. 

Therefore a logic of a positive 

and a negative is worthwhile. 
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Aliaa Elissa, Nadine El Kadi
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Visual Design Dipl.-Ing. Vlatka Seremet

Maha Hosny Elgewely
Mennatallah Said Tawfik
Sahra Rheinfrank
Salma Abdelmoaty Elsherbiny
Hassan Amr Elghayesh
Ibrahim Samy Sayed Saleh
Moataz Samir Abdelmoniem
Yasmina Adel Osman Taha

Story Telling Space/Narrative Places

In Visual Design, we explore the space by using images and a figu-
rative ‘language’, by our perception and a process-based under-
standing of what is seen.

In the beginning the students took a close look at things and 
situations that appeared superficially banal. Starting with certain 
scenes -all located on the campus- the students were asked to 
develop a thrilling story consisting of only four images. The space 
was to be represented in different zoom levels from the long shot 
to the detail.

In a second step, the city and the landscape was considered 
more precisely. The route from home to the university was first 
recorded photographically then re-composed into a collage. 
Again, the outside was to tell a story. Buildings, landscapes, 
wastelands, people and objects along the way became ‘actors’ of 
a road movie collage. Finally the 2.50 m long collages were turned 
into a leporello.

The third step dealt with the color. The students created an 
abstract color portrait for their favorite music group and a spe-
cial folding for a CD booklet. By defining a color scheme they 
expressed moods and inner qualities while the dynamics in music 
were reflected as a special figure in the folding.

The final project was a showroom for various books. Based on 
a certain image or theme, the students designed a spatial figure 
providing space for books, catalogs, booklets and posters. They 
transferred a visual expression into the space and took the step 
into architecture.

Manar Karam

Visual Design
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Yara Gamal

Ammar Kasber

Rana Tarek, Rana El-Rashidy, Pakynam Gheith

Story Telling Space/Narrative Places
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Alia Eissa

Visual Design

The drawing of a graphic novel on the basis of given scenes:
a folded piece of paper in a plant bed, a gate at the edge of a 
desert landscape, a wastebasket beside an abandoned table 
with chairs, a porter to an office building...

Storyboard drawings
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Reem Elattar

Story Telling Space/Narrative Places
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Mayar Elsemary

Storyboard drawings

Visual Design
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Mahmoud Hossam

Story Telling Space/ Narrative Places
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Sharif El Komi

Reem Elattar

Zeina Mohamed

Sarah Ashraf

Road (movie) Collage

Visual Design

The creation of a collage dealing with the composition of images 
and the relationship between elements, considering the narra-
tive flow (continuity/ transitions) and interesting sections (cuts/ 
cliffhanger).
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204 Visual Design

Maria Joseph

Rana Tarek

Heba Magdi Eman Farouk

Road (movie) Collage
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Ammar Kasber Salma Hussein
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A portrait of my heroes

Hussein Ibrahim El Dessouky Mohamed El-Ashry

Visual Design

The design of a CD booklet as a color portrait of the favourite 
music showing dynamics in a special folding.
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Muhamad El Fouly Dina Shehab

Story Telling Space/ Narrative Places
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Malak Mahmoud, Eman Farouk, Dina Hossam Manar Karam, Reem Elattar, Sheryn Gamal

A Place for Books

Visual Design

The design of a figurative and visual architecture in an interior 
space as a place for books.
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Shehab Adel, Mazen Shehata, Alfadi AmgadMayar Elsemary, Shahenda Mossalam, Nouran Ashraf Mansour

Story Telling Space/ Narrative Places
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Freehand Drawing Prof. Dr. habil. Erwin Herzberger
Asst. Prof. Dr. Jens Heissler

Abla El Bahrawy
Eman Abdel Sabout
Hassan El Ghayesh
Menna Tawfik
Mostafa Ahmed
Sahra Rheinfrank 
Salah El Din Fahmy
Salma El Sherbiny

Image – Form – Space

Image – Form – Space
In the Freehand Drawing and Modeling course we concentrated 
on composition exercises. In three steps we developed one idea 
of a two- dimensional into a spatial composition. The aim of these 
composition exercises was to train a sensitiveness according 
made objects. 

The main criteria we discussed have been Dimensions, Direc-
tions and Distances. We always referred to these criteria to be able 
to talk about an image, a sculptural object or a spatial constellation 
beyond subjective esthetical judgements.

Image – Form – Space
After finishing the first compositional decisions on an image based 
level, we continued to transform a so called colored collage into a 
relief. The image is transformed into a sculptural object, a relief. 
The medium of representation changed from the two-dimensional 
into a three-dimensional level. 

Image – Form – Space
After discussing positive and negative forms produced through 
extrusion, we went on in spatializing the relief. The relief model 
contained a specified relation of mass and space. The positive- 
negative relationship created the composition. 

By using the compositional processes of dissolution of the 
masses, we transferred the relief into a so called spatial composi-
tion. The space in this composition is meant as a pre step to archi-
tectural space. The result is a space that is not made out of boxes 
per function. The students created a space that is composed by a 
tension in between the spatial boundaries. 
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212 Freehand DrawingFreehand Drawing

Image- Form- Space
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Image- Form- Space

Image_Form_Space
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Image- Form- Space
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Image- Form- Space

Image_Form_Space



216 Freehand Drawing

Image- Form- Space
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Image- Form- Space

Image_Form_Space
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Descriptive Geometry

The aim of the course was to teach the most important principles 
of Descriptive Geometry, in order to enable the students to apply 
them in their architectural drawings instantly and lay the founda-
tions for developing their skills further throughout their careers.

The focus was put on teaching Descriptive Geometry as a craft 
and the training of drawing precision.

The drawing types that were taught and trained were obliques, 
various kinds of axonometrics and isometrics, exploded views, 
one-, two- and three-point perspectives, principles of shade and 
shadow in plan, axonometrics and perspectives, and mirroring 
surfaces.

At the beginning of the semester, the students built individual 
three-dimensional objects, each consisting of the same five basic 
geometric shapes which they used to train the different techniques 
throughout the semester. All techniques were trained in the tra-
ditional, manual way, without the help of digital 3D modeling. In a 
final project at the end of the semester, the students could apply 
their abilities and show their acquired capabilities.

In order to encourage a transfer of knowledge, elements of 
courses that were taught simultaneously during the semester, like 
Architectural Drawing and Freehand Drawing, were integrated and 
applied in Descriptive Geometry.

In the winter semester 2012, Descriptive Geometry was taught 
by Dr. Florian Seidel as an acting professor.

Assoc. Prof. Dr. Florian Seidel

Abla El Bahrawy
Eman Abdel Sabour
Hassan Amr Elghayesh
Maha El Gewely
Mennatallah Tawfik
Mohammed Raafat Saleh
Salma El Sherbiny
Tamer Aly
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3D Model-Making Studio Dipl.-Ing. Bernd Bess

Tamer Aly
Abla El Bahrawy
Hazem Fouad
Hossam El Kady
Moatez Samir
Salma El Sherbiny
Menna Tawfik
Yasmina Taha

Architecture is determined by spatial and sculptural dimensions. 
The course introduces and develops spatial and sculptural 
aspects in architecture. Besides the study of examples in the field 
of architecure and sculpture, the students develop their own ideas, 
concepts and designs. In the center of our interest is the design 
and the realisation of architectural models which are focused on 
conceptual architectural ideas. Different topics and skills have 
been mediated through lectures and exercises:
impression and expression, body and space, sculptural form, 
weight, materiality, surface, light and shadow, structure and space

The challenge is to create a spatial model in which an 
intellectual concept can be experienced.
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Muhamad Bayoumy, Abdallah Mostafa, Mark Tarek Heba Magdi, Yomna Yasser, Reem Hany

Sheryn Gamal, Maryam Taher, Reem ElAttar Alshama Omar, Dania Emad, Sarah Rabie

Body and Space
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Rana Amir, Ahmed Nashaat, Mohamed Al-Kherbawy Sharif El-Komi, Shrouk Ashraf, Youstina Atef

Zeina Farag, Monica Asaad, Yara Gamal Dina Yousef, Hana Khaled, Mayar El Sayed

Sculptural Architecture
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Yousra Malek, Omar Farid, Nermeen Kenawy Lavinia Sawires, Mina George, Mahmoud Fahmy

Sarah Abdou, Karim El Kordy, Manar Karam Rana El Rashidy, Rana Tarek, Pakynam Gheith

Structure and Space
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Sarah Ashraf, Mona Ashraf, Lamees Abdullah, Aya Mohamed Sarah Tarek, Martina Yacoub, Maria Joseph

Fatema Tarek, Salma Ali, Omneya El Kamaly Omar Emad, Ammar Kasber, Amin El Didi 

Sculptural Architecture
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Sarah Abdou, Karim El Kordy, Manar Karam Dina Yousef, Hana Khaled, Mayar El Sayed 

Sarah Ashraf, Mona Ashraf, Lamees Abdullah, Aya Mohamed

Rana El Rashidy, Rana Tarek, Pakynam Gheith

Mayar Elsemary, Shahenda Amr, Nuran Ashraf

Salma Hussein, Maha Mansy, Souzan Osman 

Relief – from Impression to Expression
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Hussein Ibrahim, Ahmed Hisham

Nada Abdelsalam, Sara Sayed, Yara Galal 

Farida Rafik, Sarah Amr, Yomna Kamel 

Omar Khaled, Merihan Medhat 

Rana Gharib, Nour Sabry, Mayar SalamaDalia Nagy, Nour Ekram, Nada Walid

Sculptural Architecture
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CAAD/CAM I

This course is intended to give an introduction to 2D Computer 
Aided drawing and using AutoCAD. Students will be introduced to 
the basics of Cad geometry creation and command inputs including 
keyboard shortcuts,toolbox icons and mouse menu selection. The 
students receive training on using the tool in fast designing and 
drafting, and gain benefits of accuracy, less errors, better docu-
mentation, standardised saving and manufacturing legibility.

Two projects are assigned during the course for students prac-
tical training and assesment of their gained skills. 

The first project’s task was to draft one of Hassan’s Fathy 
designed houses including architecttural plans, sections and 
elevations. Groups of two students were formed where each was 
requested to submit the drawings of the house, using Layout and 
Viewport techniques, as well as Dimension and Annotation styles 
that are essential to today’s professional jobs. 

Left: A submitted project showing 
Hassan Fathy’s house drafted and 
organised, annotated and placed 
within a layout frame as per por-
fessional techniques.

Opposite: Selected examples 
showing the transformation from 
2D pieces drawn by AutoCAD to 
3D assembled furniture pieces. 

Prof. Dr. Tamer El Khorazaty
M.Sc. Mohamed Raafat 
M.Sc. Maha El Gewely

Hossam El Kady
Tamer Aly

CAAD/CAM I
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Flat Pack Furniture

The second project aimed at 
producing a fabricated 3d piece 
of furniture using one flat sheet 
of cardboard, studying the rela-
tionship between parts and 
testing the assembly process 
following connection logics. 

The students started their 
projects with sketches elabo-
rating their furniture design, its 
pieces unfolded and strategies 
of assembly and connection. 
The sketches were accurately 

drawn using AutoCAD with 
assembly annotations in order 
to be printed on cardboard, 
cut and collected in the form 
of 3D Furniture. The course 
intended to adapt the stu-
dents skills learned from 3D 
Modeling and Design courses 
with gained CAD skills , as well 
as introducing them to the lan-
guage of 3D fabrication and 
assembly. 

 

Flat Pack Furniture
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CAAD/CAM II

3D Documentation of Historical Buildings

The study of history of architecture is perhaps the most impor-
tant general knoweledge you need, to understand the art and 
mechanics of architectural design. Knowing architectural history 
will help us to be able to understand how styles came to be and it 
helps to integrate ideas and become inspired in design, let alone 
develop our own style. 

This semester we tried to refelect the benefits behind history of 
architecture through one big project, by asking students to select 
one famous historical buildings and document it both digitally and 
physically. The project aimed to make every student able to see 
through buildings, analyze their parts as well as creating digital 
3D models on two levels; Schematic and Detailed levels, using 
3D modeling software Rhino. In order to complete the digital part, 
students learnt to assign material to the detailed outcome and 
render it using Rhino default engine.

At the end of the course, students took their 3D buildings and 
rethought the geometric forms in the form of segments using cut-
ting based technique. Every group had to transform their model 
into set of sections and think of a way of connecting the parts, 
annotate and use laser cutting machines to fabricate them. 

Left and opposite: Florence 
Cathedral shown as 3D model 
elborated through upgrading 
phases, from skecthes, digtal 
modeling, render and fabrication.

Prof. Dr. Tamer El Khorazaty
M.Sc. Mohamed Raafat 
M.Sc. Maha El Gewely

Hossam El Kady
Tamer Aly
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Selected projects showing the 
students skills in 3D modeling with 
Rhino, on both the exterior and 
interior detailed levels. 
The examples elaborate the cut-
ting based technique used in order 
to tranform digital models into 
fabricated sections and assem-
bling joints
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CAAD/CAM III

Introduction to Parametric Design and Digital Fabrication. The 
course provides students with hands-on experience of creating 
Non-Uniform Surfaces from 2D uniform leaser-cutted sheets (2D 
digital fabrication). Students experience the challenge of con-
verting a digital model to a physical intity. This includes material 
selection, modeling, testing, preparing files to fabrication, manu-
facturing and assembly. 

[ P A R A F A B ] Patterns 

The project in hand aims to emphasize the development of pattern 
ideas, which had always found integrity in contemporary architec-
tures as well as underlining the importance of the crafting process 
from paper to material reality. Based on the taught main princi-
ples of working with parametric design algorithms, mathematical 
expressions, attractors and fields, each group influenced the 
design and distribution of simple and repeatable elements using a 
diverse set of Patterning techniques through the parametric design 
application Grasshopper for Rhinoceros. 

The process was coupled by learning the use of CNC machine 
in order to test their Pattern results in the form of fabricated proto-
type of four planar panels (30cm x 30cm). The prototype could be 
a lighting fixture, 4-layered pattern box, 4-pieces partition or any 
artifact master piece, etc...

CAAD/CAM II

Prof. Dr. Tamer El Khorazaty
M.Sc. Mohamed Raafat 
M.Sc. Maha El Gewely

Hossam El Kady
Tamer Aly
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M O R P H - I N [ G ] - A - B O X 

The project aims at gener-
ating a dynamic space based 
on Morphing technique and 
studying the relation between 
positive and negative spaces 
by producing a fabricated 
product for each space using 
a cutting based manufactur-
ingtechnique. Each group 
starts from four profile curves 
representing a theme for their 
project. Connecting the profile 
curves produces a free form 
surface bounded in a Box of 
certain dimensions. Students 
developed a parametric sec-
tioning algorithm to produce a 
series of panels which would 
be assembled to form the final 
positive and negative sculp-
tures. 
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CAAD/CAM IV

The course focuses preparing students for modeling architectural 
geometry through the development of parametric schemes for 
architecture. Topics in parametric architecture include numerical 
data sets, functions, Boolean data types, vectors and planes, 
parametric spaces, deformations and morphing. 

Furthermore, the course provides students with fabrication of 
resulting complicated forms; topics include exporting data to data 
sheet, laser cutting and manufacturing, labeling, and assembly. 

MODULAR EXPO
The project in hand aimes to focus on the investigation and 
designing of a standalone, module based Pavilion of 15 square 
meter area that may work as a place where both academic and 
social activities can take place, under the roof of an iconic Expo 
to represents the Architecture and Urban Planning Department in 
the university. 

The form of the pavilion is requested to emerge out of the consti-
tution of single modules connected together as a 3d mesh system. 
The designs should simultaneously work on the three main sub-
systems of a building (Form, Structure and Interface) together in 
order to achieve the main idea of Associative Parametric design.

Prof. Dr. Tamer El Khorazaty
M.Sc. Mohamed Raafat 
M.Sc. Maha El Gewely

Hossam El Kady
Tamer Aly
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EXPO 4

Youma Alaa, Sandi Boulos, 
Ahmad Al Assily, Omar Ghan-
dour, Sara Kessba, Youmna 
Ellbedy, Nada Adel, Marwa 
Adel

The Leaf

Material: Paper (400gm)
No. panels and pieces: 142
Fabrication time: 54 minutes 
Assembly time: 6 hours

Mohammed Alaa, Mohammed 
Arshed, Mark Iskandar, Nouran 
Adel, Karim El Mandoury, 
Ahmed Ghazy, Christine Rafik, 
Sandra Hany
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Para-Cupine

Hebba Ezzay, Marco Michel, 
Aly Demerdash, Rehab Ayman, 
Hadeer Fouad, Sanna Ahmed, 
Marwah Atef, Karim Abdul 
Hameed

The Triangadillo

Material: MDF (2 mm)
No. panels and pieces: 760
Fabrication time: 6 hours
Assembly time: 15 hours

Dinna Hammamo, Maryam 
Fouda, Salma Aly, Ahmad 
Ades, Hesham Balbaa, Islam 
Tarek, Omar Abdelmageed, 
Mireille Ashmalla
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Workshops

Assoc. Prof. Dr. Vittoria Capresi
Assoc. Prof. Thomas Loeffler
Assoc. Prof. Barbara Pampe
Assoc. Prof. Dr. Rowaida Rashed
Assoc. Prof. Dr. Cornelia Redeker

The students learn that 

together they can achieve 

much more than being apart. 

Students’ work is about how 

effectively they cooperate 

and blend each other’s 

strengths. 
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How would it be possible to link the everyday users of the historical 
city with the tangible values of the building heritage? 

Downtown Cairo is the district developed under the Khedive 
Ismail at the end of the 19th century and the beginning of the 20th 
century. The city plan was inspired by the streets and squares 
pattern introduced by Haussmann in Paris, and several European 
and Egyptian architects and builders built palaces and apartments 
buildings using a rich stylistic vocabulary. Nowadays Downtown 
is the main lively heart of the city, hosting small shops, offices, 
houses, cafes and restaurants in a complex social, religious and 
functional equilibrium. A general lack of regulations regarding how 
to deal with the heritage and an old rental system are the main 
reasons for the neglect of the architecture and numerous demo-
litions of the old Ismaelia buildings. Some studies and projects 
started surveying and analysing the architecture and the intangible 
heritage (oral histories) of Downtown, but the main problem still 
remain the lack of interactions and communication between these 
scientific works and the inhabitants of the historical buildings:  
The first step for the conservation is knowledge. 

This project has the main purpose to start and encourage the com-
munication between specialists (students, professors, architects 
etc.) and inhabitants in both directions, developing and supporting 
the awareness of everybody towards the architecture of Down-
town. A coffee shop was selected to introduce small modifica-
tion in the objects of daily use with a corporate design based on 
images of buildings and information about Downtown. It becomes 
the location for activities related to the architecture of the area. On 
the other hand, the project team is collecting the memories and 
stories of the inhabitants related to the places to document and 
to share the link between the tangible and the intangible heritage 
of Downtown.

The Downtown project is financed by the German Academic 
Exchange Service DAAD.

Take A Coffee With Your Heritage!
Bottom up Approach to communicate Heritage: 
A Project in Downtown Cairo.

Assoc. Prof. Barbara Pampe 
Assoc. Prof. Vittoria Capresi

Take a coffee with your heritage! 
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The project “Take a juice with your Heritage!” aims at promoting 
the knowledge of the history of the urban development and the 
architecture of Cairo, from the Islamic time until today, involving 
the children of the German School in activities related to foster an 
active discovery of the Heritage. 

The first pilot-project started in April 2013 and involved one class of 
the DEO for three appointments, in cooperation with Elke Kanold, 
teacher at the German School.

1 Building together Cairo
During the first meeting, through interactive plays, we asked the 
children to present their own perception of the city, finalising 
together a real map of Cairo which contains also the individual 
mental references of each students (for example: where they live, 
where they go to do sport, where they buy food…).

The target of the first working session was to link the personal 
experience of the city with the “big historical facts” which 
characterise the urban phases of growth of Cairo.

2 Site Visit
The second appointment was a site visit. During the walk, we 
discussed together with the students about the district, referring 
to the map of Cairo realised in the first working session. In this way 
they linked the visual abstract representation of the city through 
the map with the real environment. 

In the case of Islamic Cairo, a visit to three Mosques with 
different plan typologies gave the group the chance to discuss 
about the differences between the buildings. The students finalised 
sketches, both referring to the plan and details of the buildings. 

The students were fostered to build a relation between the 
abstract plan of the city produced during the first meeting and 
the real urban and architectural surroundings. Through sketches 
they will get to know the architecture from a typological or stylistic 
point of view. 

Take A Juice With Your Heritage!
A Project with young Students to discover 
the Heritage of Cairo

Assoc. Prof. Barbara Pampe 
Assoc. Prof. Vittoria Capresi

Take A Juice With Your Heritage!
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3 Final discussion
The third and last appointment was used to reflect on the work 
done and encouraged the future personal discover of the city and 
its architectural heritage.

The plans, descriptions and sketches of the buildings prepared 
during the site visit were presented and described, summing up 
the whole process and the results achieved.

For the pilot project, the three appointments will be in cooperation 
with Elke Kanold, teacher at the German School. Some voluntary 
students from the GUC joined the activities to easily create a link 
with the younger students and to learn about how to organise and 
manage the activities. They will afterward continue similar projects 
in further local schools under our supervision.

Discover the heritage of Cairo with young students
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The Summer School Learn-Move-Play-Ground took place in Cairo 
from September 22nd and October the 3rd 2012. During the 12 
intense days of the workshop, 11 students from Germany and 25 
from Egypt worked together with a team of professors and experts 
from different fields (pedagogic, architecture, urban planning, 
landscape and graphic design) to realise a new playing landscape 
in the courtyards of two primary public schools in two different 
districts of Cairo: the school El Kods in Ard El Lewa district and 
the school Kobet El-Hewa in Shubra district.

The Summer School was organised in four main steps:

Getting to know each other and the topic
The very first step of the Summer School aimed at presenting 
the key contents from a theoretical point of view. Several lectures 
pointed out different aspects of learning through playing, play-
grounds architecture and the role of green in the school court-
yards. A special focus was on the schools building situation in 
Cairo. On-site visits to private schools aimed at initiating a dis-
cussion about playgrounds and their role for the creativity of the 
children.

Potentials
In mixed groups, Egyptian and German students, coached by the 
project team, worked together with the children and teachers, to 
find out their wishes, ideas and moreover helping them in under-
standing the hidden potentials of their schoolyards. To easily com-
municate with the children using the same language, they were 
asked to produce a collage, where they presented their dream-
worlds.

Translating icebergs into bricks
The students worked on the atmospheres created in the collages 
by the children and translated these in a design proposal for playing 
elements adapting it to the different spots of the courtyards. After-

WHO CAN APPLY:  The summer school is open for 10 German and 25 Egyptian students, who already completed the fourth 
semester of Architecture, Urban Planning or Landscape Architecture studies.

HOW TO APPLY:  With a short cv, a letter of motivation and a selection of three previous projects (pdf in A4). It is not mandatory 
that the projects are related to architecture. Language of the application is English.
Please send your application via email to: architecture@guc.edu.eg. Deadline is the 25th of June 2012. 
The selected participants will be informed by the end of June. Join the facebook group: summer school_LEARN-MOVE-PLAY-
GROUND. 

GRANTS:  The grants will cover flight costs and accommodation for the 10 students coming from Germany. Transportation for 
all students will be assured by busses. All students will work at the GUC Campus, using the facilities there, and on field in the 
schools.

CONCEPT & ORGANISATION:  Prof. Barbara Pampe, Prof. Vittoria Capresi (GUC); Prof. Susanne Hofmann (TUB)

CALL FOR APPLICATION
SUMMER SCHOOL 

Learn-Move-Play-Ground
Improving courtyards of public primary schools 
in Cairo
organised by the Architecture and Urban Design Program of the German University Cairo GUC and the Faculty of Architecture 
of the Technical University Berlin TUB and fully financed by the German Academic Exchange Program DAAD

CAIRO - Egypt
22 SEPTEMBER - 3 OCTOBER 2012

Learn-Move-Play-Ground
Improving Courtyards of Public Primary Schools 
in Cairo

Assoc. Prof. Vittoria Capresi 
Assoc. Prof. Barbara Pampe 

Dina Mahdy
Ibrahim Samy
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wards the children, teachers and directors were asked to deliver a 
feedback to the design proposals. In this way the students learned 
to transfer the dreams of the children to a specific design concept. 
By directly involving the children, teachers and directors of the 
schools in the process, the students experimented how to develop 
ideas through participatory procedures.

Let’s mix concrete!
Bricks, concrete, wood, big concrete tubes, sand, gravels, 
colours... In four days the design projects were implemented and 
adapted to the specificity of the site, to the characteristics of the 

The summer school was fully financed by the German Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs through the German Academic Exchange Service 
(DAAD). It was carried out in cooperation with:

TU Berlin / Baupiloten
Institut für Landschaftsplanung und Ökologie, Universität Stuttgart 
CLUSTER, Cairo
Montag Stiftungen “Jugend und Gesellschaft”, Bonn
Studio Matthias Görlich, Darmstadt
Egyptian Ministry of Education
General Authority of Educational Buildings (GAEB)
DAAD Cairo
Goethe Institute Cairo
Egyptian Company of Prestressed Concrete ECPC
Cairo Climate Talks
and the participation of
Magda Mostafa, Faculty of Architecture, American University 
Cairo
Renet Korthals-Altes, Freelance architect, Cairo

materials and to the time needed to realise the planned elements. 
With an excellent team spirit, the project team and students were 
able to create different spaces to play, move and learn.
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El kods school in Ard El Lewa

Learn-Move-Play-Ground
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Kobet El-Hewa school in Shubra

Learn-Move-Play-Ground
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Everything started with the design-build studio “Learn-Move-Play-
Ground. Improving courtyards of public primary schools in Cairo”, 
which took place in autumn 2012. During the twelve intense days 
of the studio, eleven students from Germany and twentyfive from 
Egypt worked together with a team of professors and experts from 
different fields to realise through participation with the children and 
teachers a new playing landscape in the courtyards of two public 
primary schools.

With this book, we would like to illustrate the process and the 
implemented design in detail. The goal is to offer ideas and hints 
of possible solutions, which could be developed for further proj-
ects and designbuild studios. The furniture and landscapes we 
have realised are simple, low-cost, and built with uncomplicated 
techniques. Nevertheless, they have the power to be flexible and 
adaptable because their functions and meanings are open to dif-
ferent uses and can be readapted in line with the imagination and 
dreams of the children.

Assoc. Prof. Vittoria Capresi 
Assoc. Prof. Barbara Pampe

Learn-Move-Play-Ground

Learn-Move-Play-Ground
The Book
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DOWNTOWN CAIRO
A visible City: 
the Tangible and Intangible 
Heritage of Downtown Cairo.

SUMMER SCHOOL 15-26 JUNE 2013, CAIRO - Egypt

Fully granted 
by the DAAD 
Apply until 
the 10th of May!
Join us on facebook: 
summer school_DOWNTOWN

Initialised and organised by the 
Architecture and Urban Design 
Program of the German University 
Cairo GUC in cooperation with 
the Faculty of Architecture of the 
Technical University Stuttgart and 
fully financed by the 
German Academic 
Exchange Service DAAD.

The Summer School organised by the German University in Cairo 
– GUC, Architecture and Urban Design Program, Prof. Barbara 
Pampe and Prof. Vittoria Capresi, in cooperation with the Univer-
sity of Stuttgart, Institute for Public Buildings and Design, Prof. 
Arno Lederer, aimed at raising awareness for the tangible and 
intangible heritage of Downtown Cairo, initiating and reinforcing 
the link between students, academics and inhabitants towards the 
histories and the built heritage of the old quarter of Ismaelia. This 
link will reinforce the feeling of proudness toward the city, which is 
the necessary basis for any action of maintenance and restoration.

The Summer School showed on one side that besides the cli-
chés there is still a lot to learn and research about the architecture 
of Downtown Cairo. On the other side, that to understand archi-
tecture it is necessary to get in touch with the people who use the 
buildings, overcoming stereotypes and social barriers. 

These factors contributed and supported the transformation pro-
cess by addressing the critical thinking of the Egyptian and German 
students who have participated. By working in close contact with 
the users of the buildings, the students learnt that their specific 
critical opinions have to be questioned and reviewed in relation 
with the thinking of the inhabitants, in a continuous exchange of 
reflections and information. 

This exchange of objective data and subjective memories 
between the category of professionals, students and inhabitants 
has an enormous impact in reinforcing the perception of the great 
value of the tangible and intangible heritage of Downtown, starting 
a dialogue between these often isolated categories.

The Summer School was the fourth step of the action that the 
Architecture and Urban Design Program of the GUC/baladilab is 
dedicating to Downtown Cairo.

In mixed groups, 10 students from Germany and 15 from Egypt 
worked in Downtown to analyse the buildings, survey and sketch 
the plan typologies, talk with the inhabitants and register their opin-
ions and stories. The daily research work was accompanied by 

Downtown Cairo
A visible City. The tangible and intangible 
Heritage of Downtown Cairo.

Assoc. Prof. Vittoria Capresi 
Assoc. Prof. Barbara Pampe 

Tamer Aly
Leonie Weber (University of Stuttgart)
Carla Schwar (University of Stuttgart)

Downtown Cairo
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„The-
re was a 

big fire on the 8th 
floor, still you can see 
smoky traces, I had to 
escape through the 

servant‘s stairca-
ses.“

1:500

„We used 
to imagine 

how we climbed 
out of the window 

to get to the 
cinema.“

Bawab

Salon Livingroom Master's 
bedroom

Daughter'
s bedroom

Son's 
bedroomBathroom Toilet

Servant's
toilet

Entrance 
hall

Balcony

Kitchen

„We used 
to imagine 

how we climbed 
out of the window 

to get to the 
cinema.“
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Salon Livingroom Master's 
bedroom

Daughter'
s bedroom

Son's 
bedroomBathroom Toilet

Servant's
toilet

Entrance 
hall

Balcony

Kitchen

„No, 
I don‘t use 

the balcony, I 
put it in my 

pocket.“

KitchenBath-
room

WC 2

EntrancehallEntrancehall

DiningroomGuestroom

Sleeping/
Workingroom

Sleepingroom

Kitchen Bath-
room

WC 2

Entrancehall
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“This 
building was 

originally designed to 
be a commercial/business 

center as well as a residenti-
al building, that’s why the 

areas and design of the 
flats are completely 

different.”

“I’ve 
been living 

up on the roof 
for 60 years 

now.”

The 
chimney 

cleaning technician 
used to come around right 

before Christmas, and clean 
all the chimneys in downtown. 
The residents called him 

„Papa Noel Noir“ because 
his face was always 

black with 

“Gamal 
Abdel Nasser 

hired Groppi for 
the catering of all his 
parties. Groppi was 

the go-to caterer 
in Egypt.”

Old 
times they 

used to have a daily 
organized routine for the 

lunch times, breakfast and 
the women used to work and 
cook and be organized not 

like today, they can not 
manage doing seve-

ral tasks.

People 
were close to 

each other, by knowing 
everyone not only in the 

building but also in the 
buildings around. They 

chatted over the streets 
from their balco-

nies.

kitchenbath

bedroom living

kitchen

bath

The current cof-
fee shop exists since 

the beginning, all the door 
men of the area gathered 

there. But none of the residents 
used to stay in it. They used to 
go to the Greek club above 

Groppi as they were of 
the elite class.

“The 
building is 

kind of camoufla-
ging, from outside it 
looks like one building 
but from inside there 

are two separated 
ones.” 

After the 
market was rented 

by another tenant, Am 
Malak decided to leave the 

shop, but couldn’t leave the 
building. So he brought some 
snacks and cigarettes and 

started selling them in 
front of the bank.

Youssef, the 
doorman: He is the 

doorman of the building 
since 1957. He was born in 1956 

in Kana. He moved to Alexandria for 
his father’s job and he married there. 
Then he came to Cairo and worked as 
a servant for the second owner then he 
worked as a doorman. He was able 

to tell us exactly who was living 
in each flat and who moved 

where and when, great 
memory!

Dr. Samir Kamel 
Necola: He said that 

the first owner of the building 
was Rober Kholy. The building has 

constructed in 30’s. Badr was the first 
doorman then Galal came in 70’s and he is 

doorman since then. Dr. Samir family moved 
to the building in 1960. He didn’t move because 
he hasn’t money to move and he also didn’t get 
married. The flat don’t have any changes it just 
facing some problems with water as he think 

that bricks used are so weak so the water can 
transfer through them easily and damage 

the sealing. Already part if balcony 
felt down because of AC 

water.  

Mr Darwish: 
Old guy who told us 

about his life as an film-
critic and a lot about the 
cinema culture in Down-
town back then. We also 

interviewed him for the 
cinema Radio.

Mr Abbas: 
He has his engineer 

office on the 1st floor and he 
was able to tell us his whole story, 

how he first started to take dance 
lessons in the former dance studio of 
a friend of his and later on became a 
dance teacher and a good friend to the 
family Mansur. The family moved 

later on to Australia and he took 
care of the studio and in some 

time they overwrote the 
studio to him.

“All what 
the people now care 

about is money. They make 
bigger and cheaper buildings and 

don’t care about the people. The old 
buildings have very high stories, very good 

climate and the temperature is better than 
outside. The people who build the new buil-
dings don’t even bother to make a manwar. 
How should people ventilate their kitchen 

and bathroom, or get light in without 
a manwar? Here in this building, all 

the bathrooms and kitchen open 
to the manwar. It’s very 

good.”
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room heights
= 3.46m
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“When we had 
the kitchen window 

open, and they (op-
posite neighbors) too, we 

could hear their water boiler 
peeping (through the man-

war). It was a sign that we 
should come over for 

tea.”
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2nd-8th floor
"supposed to be the regular residential
floorplan"
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“It was much 
chaotic and loud 

before the revolution. 
Tahrir Square is now very 
quiet compared to 3 or 4 
years ago. I guess, the 

people are afraid to 
come here.”

living room
dining room

office/studio

room heights
= 3.66m

door heights + toplight
= 2.40m + 0.56m

bedroom I

bedroom II

kitchen

bathroom

corridor

staircase

receptionreception

reception

bathroom

bathroom

kitchen

kitchen

perimeter wall of the neighbouring building
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“Of course 
it was a specific 

decision to live in 
downtown. Out the-
re are other beautiful 
places, but those be-

come all boring af-
ter a while.”

“This 
building was 

a residence for the 
elite once, the flats are 

vast: 6 rooms per flat, 
laundry room for each 

building up on the 
roof…”

Salon 2 Salon 1

reception room
Kitchen

bathroom
Bedroom

closet room

tropical plants

lectures of architects and histo-
rians working in the area of oral 
history, participatory planning 
and architecture of Downtown.

The Summer School had its 
main location directly in Down-
town provided by the Al Ismaelia 
for Real Estate Investments. 

The results of the workshop will 
be collected in a book, which 
will be from one side a guide 
(for tourists and inhabitants, 
in English and Arabic), giving 
simple information about the 
architecture and city planning of 
Downtown. It will contain charts 
with data about the history of 
the building, the architect and 
the style.

Moreover it will contain a 
systematic categorisation of 
plan typologies. These data 
will provide the practical basis 
for future researches and activi-
ties.

Parallel to the technical data, 
the guide will contain the histo-
ries of the inhabitants, from the 
past and today, to increase the 
link between the category of the 
users and the built heritage. 

Downtown Cairo
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„The-
re was a 

big fire on the 8th 
floor, still you can see 
smoky traces, I had to 
escape through the 

servant‘s stairca-
ses.“

1:500

„We used 
to imagine 

how we climbed 
out of the window 

to get to the 
cinema.“

Bawab

Salon Livingroom Master's 
bedroom

Daughter'
s bedroom

Son's 
bedroomBathroom Toilet

Servant's
toilet

Entrance 
hall

Balcony

Kitchen

„We used 
to imagine 

how we climbed 
out of the window 

to get to the 
cinema.“

Bawab

Salon Livingroom Master's 
bedroom

Daughter'
s bedroom

Son's 
bedroomBathroom Toilet
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toilet

Entrance 
hall

Balcony

Kitchen

„No, 
I don‘t use 

the balcony, I 
put it in my 

pocket.“

KitchenBath-
room

WC 2

EntrancehallEntrancehall

DiningroomGuestroom

Sleeping/
Workingroom

Sleepingroom

Kitchen Bath-
room

WC 2

Entrancehall

Diningroom

Livingroom

Sleepingroom
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“This 
building was 

originally designed to 
be a commercial/business 

center as well as a residenti-
al building, that’s why the 

areas and design of the 
flats are completely 

different.”

“I’ve 
been living 

up on the roof 
for 60 years 

now.”

The 
chimney 

cleaning technician 
used to come around right 

before Christmas, and clean 
all the chimneys in downtown. 
The residents called him 

„Papa Noel Noir“ because 
his face was always 

black with 

“Gamal 
Abdel Nasser 

hired Groppi for 
the catering of all his 
parties. Groppi was 

the go-to caterer 
in Egypt.”

Old 
times they 

used to have a daily 
organized routine for the 

lunch times, breakfast and 
the women used to work and 
cook and be organized not 

like today, they can not 
manage doing seve-

ral tasks.

People 
were close to 

each other, by knowing 
everyone not only in the 

building but also in the 
buildings around. They 

chatted over the streets 
from their balco-

nies.

kitchenbath

bedroom living

kitchen

bath

The current cof-
fee shop exists since 

the beginning, all the door 
men of the area gathered 

there. But none of the residents 
used to stay in it. They used to 
go to the Greek club above 

Groppi as they were of 
the elite class.

“The 
building is 

kind of camoufla-
ging, from outside it 
looks like one building 
but from inside there 

are two separated 
ones.” 

After the 
market was rented 

by another tenant, Am 
Malak decided to leave the 

shop, but couldn’t leave the 
building. So he brought some 
snacks and cigarettes and 

started selling them in 
front of the bank.

Youssef, the 
doorman: He is the 

doorman of the building 
since 1957. He was born in 1956 

in Kana. He moved to Alexandria for 
his father’s job and he married there. 
Then he came to Cairo and worked as 
a servant for the second owner then he 
worked as a doorman. He was able 

to tell us exactly who was living 
in each flat and who moved 

where and when, great 
memory!

Dr. Samir Kamel 
Necola: He said that 

the first owner of the building 
was Rober Kholy. The building has 

constructed in 30’s. Badr was the first 
doorman then Galal came in 70’s and he is 

doorman since then. Dr. Samir family moved 
to the building in 1960. He didn’t move because 
he hasn’t money to move and he also didn’t get 
married. The flat don’t have any changes it just 
facing some problems with water as he think 

that bricks used are so weak so the water can 
transfer through them easily and damage 

the sealing. Already part if balcony 
felt down because of AC 

water.  

Mr Darwish: 
Old guy who told us 

about his life as an film-
critic and a lot about the 
cinema culture in Down-
town back then. We also 

interviewed him for the 
cinema Radio.

Mr Abbas: 
He has his engineer 

office on the 1st floor and he 
was able to tell us his whole story, 

how he first started to take dance 
lessons in the former dance studio of 
a friend of his and later on became a 
dance teacher and a good friend to the 
family Mansur. The family moved 

later on to Australia and he took 
care of the studio and in some 

time they overwrote the 
studio to him.

“All what 
the people now care 

about is money. They make 
bigger and cheaper buildings and 

don’t care about the people. The old 
buildings have very high stories, very good 

climate and the temperature is better than 
outside. The people who build the new buil-
dings don’t even bother to make a manwar. 
How should people ventilate their kitchen 

and bathroom, or get light in without 
a manwar? Here in this building, all 

the bathrooms and kitchen open 
to the manwar. It’s very 

good.”
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“When we had 
the kitchen window 

open, and they (op-
posite neighbors) too, we 

could hear their water boiler 
peeping (through the man-

war). It was a sign that we 
should come over for 

tea.”
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2nd-8th floor
"supposed to be the regular residential
floorplan"
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“It was much 
chaotic and loud 

before the revolution. 
Tahrir Square is now very 
quiet compared to 3 or 4 
years ago. I guess, the 

people are afraid to 
come here.”

living room
dining room

office/studio

room heights
= 3.66m

door heights + toplight
= 2.40m + 0.56m

bedroom I

bedroom II
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“Of course 
it was a specific 

decision to live in 
downtown. Out the-
re are other beautiful 
places, but those be-

come all boring af-
ter a while.”

“This 
building was 

a residence for the 
elite once, the flats are 

vast: 6 rooms per flat, 
laundry room for each 

building up on the 
roof…”

Salon 2 Salon 1

reception room
Kitchen

bathroom
Bedroom

closet room

tropical plants

The summer school was 
fully financed by the German 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
through the German Academic 
Exchange Service (DAAD). It 
was carried out in cooperation 
with:

University of Stuttgart,
Prof. Arno Lederer, architect
Carla Schwarz, architect
Leonie Weber, architect

DAAD (Cairo University) /
German Archaeological Insti-
tute DAI, Cairo
Ralph Bodenstein

Alia Mossallam, historian
Lucie Ryzova, historian
Studio Matthias Görlich
Matthias Görlich, graphic 
designer

and the participation of :
Omar Nagati, CLUSTER, Cairo
Xenia Nikolskaya, Freelance 
Photograph, Cairo
Karim Ibrahim, Takween Inte-
grated Community
Development, Cairo
May al-Ibrashy, Megawra, 
Cairo
Mohamed Elshahed, Cairo 
Observer, Cairo

and the support of:
Al-Ismaelia for Real Estate 
Investments
DOCOMOMO Cairo

Downtown Cairo
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„The-
re was a 

big fire on the 8th 
floor, still you can see 
smoky traces, I had to 
escape through the 

servant‘s stairca-
ses.“

1:500

„We used 
to imagine 

how we climbed 
out of the window 

to get to the 
cinema.“

Bawab

Salon Livingroom Master's 
bedroom

Daughter'
s bedroom

Son's 
bedroomBathroom Toilet

Servant's
toilet

Entrance 
hall

Balcony

Kitchen

„We used 
to imagine 

how we climbed 
out of the window 

to get to the 
cinema.“

Bawab

Salon Livingroom Master's 
bedroom

Daughter'
s bedroom

Son's 
bedroomBathroom Toilet

Servant's
toilet

Entrance 
hall

Balcony

Kitchen

„No, 
I don‘t use 

the balcony, I 
put it in my 

pocket.“

KitchenBath-
room

WC 2

EntrancehallEntrancehall

DiningroomGuestroom

Sleeping/
Workingroom

Sleepingroom

Kitchen Bath-
room

WC 2

Entrancehall

Diningroom

Livingroom

Sleepingroom
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“This 
building was 

originally designed to 
be a commercial/business 

center as well as a residenti-
al building, that’s why the 

areas and design of the 
flats are completely 

different.”

“I’ve 
been living 

up on the roof 
for 60 years 

now.”

The 
chimney 

cleaning technician 
used to come around right 

before Christmas, and clean 
all the chimneys in downtown. 
The residents called him 

„Papa Noel Noir“ because 
his face was always 

black with 

“Gamal 
Abdel Nasser 

hired Groppi for 
the catering of all his 
parties. Groppi was 

the go-to caterer 
in Egypt.”

Old 
times they 

used to have a daily 
organized routine for the 

lunch times, breakfast and 
the women used to work and 
cook and be organized not 

like today, they can not 
manage doing seve-

ral tasks.

People 
were close to 

each other, by knowing 
everyone not only in the 

building but also in the 
buildings around. They 

chatted over the streets 
from their balco-

nies.

kitchenbath

bedroom living

kitchen

bath

The current cof-
fee shop exists since 

the beginning, all the door 
men of the area gathered 

there. But none of the residents 
used to stay in it. They used to 
go to the Greek club above 

Groppi as they were of 
the elite class.

“The 
building is 

kind of camoufla-
ging, from outside it 
looks like one building 
but from inside there 

are two separated 
ones.” 

After the 
market was rented 

by another tenant, Am 
Malak decided to leave the 

shop, but couldn’t leave the 
building. So he brought some 
snacks and cigarettes and 

started selling them in 
front of the bank.

Youssef, the 
doorman: He is the 

doorman of the building 
since 1957. He was born in 1956 

in Kana. He moved to Alexandria for 
his father’s job and he married there. 
Then he came to Cairo and worked as 
a servant for the second owner then he 
worked as a doorman. He was able 

to tell us exactly who was living 
in each flat and who moved 

where and when, great 
memory!

Dr. Samir Kamel 
Necola: He said that 

the first owner of the building 
was Rober Kholy. The building has 

constructed in 30’s. Badr was the first 
doorman then Galal came in 70’s and he is 

doorman since then. Dr. Samir family moved 
to the building in 1960. He didn’t move because 
he hasn’t money to move and he also didn’t get 
married. The flat don’t have any changes it just 
facing some problems with water as he think 

that bricks used are so weak so the water can 
transfer through them easily and damage 

the sealing. Already part if balcony 
felt down because of AC 

water.  

Mr Darwish: 
Old guy who told us 

about his life as an film-
critic and a lot about the 
cinema culture in Down-
town back then. We also 

interviewed him for the 
cinema Radio.

Mr Abbas: 
He has his engineer 

office on the 1st floor and he 
was able to tell us his whole story, 

how he first started to take dance 
lessons in the former dance studio of 
a friend of his and later on became a 
dance teacher and a good friend to the 
family Mansur. The family moved 

later on to Australia and he took 
care of the studio and in some 

time they overwrote the 
studio to him.

“All what 
the people now care 

about is money. They make 
bigger and cheaper buildings and 

don’t care about the people. The old 
buildings have very high stories, very good 

climate and the temperature is better than 
outside. The people who build the new buil-
dings don’t even bother to make a manwar. 
How should people ventilate their kitchen 

and bathroom, or get light in without 
a manwar? Here in this building, all 

the bathrooms and kitchen open 
to the manwar. It’s very 

good.”
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“When we had 
the kitchen window 

open, and they (op-
posite neighbors) too, we 

could hear their water boiler 
peeping (through the man-

war). It was a sign that we 
should come over for 

tea.”
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2nd-8th floor
"supposed to be the regular residential
floorplan"
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“It was much 
chaotic and loud 

before the revolution. 
Tahrir Square is now very 
quiet compared to 3 or 4 
years ago. I guess, the 

people are afraid to 
come here.”

living room
dining room

office/studio

room heights
= 3.66m

door heights + toplight
= 2.40m + 0.56m
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“Of course 
it was a specific 

decision to live in 
downtown. Out the-
re are other beautiful 
places, but those be-

come all boring af-
ter a while.”

“This 
building was 

a residence for the 
elite once, the flats are 

vast: 6 rooms per flat, 
laundry room for each 

building up on the 
roof…”

Salon 2 Salon 1

reception room
Kitchen

bathroom
Bedroom

closet room

tropical plants

2nd-8th floor
"supposed to be the regular residential
floorplan"
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“It was much chaotic and loud 
before the revolution. Tahrir 

Square is now very quiet com-
pared to 3 or 4 years ago. I guess, 

the people are afraid to come 
here.”

A Visible City
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ThirdSkin 
Climate-Adaptable Sustainable Design

Assoc. Prof. Thomas Loeffler

The objective of the workshop was to deal creatively with issues 
important in architecture today: This does not only concern con-
struction and building materials, but is also a question of energy 
consumption climate adaption and comfort. Concepts and solu-
tions to be worked out during the workshop were developed in an 
experimental way using different available design tools and self 
experiences by building snowhouses.

Emphasis was given to sustainable construction and to the intel-
ligent application of renewable energy in architecture. Lectures 
related to the workshop topic and excursions to interesting archi-
tectural sights were accompanied by the workshop program.

One focus of this workshop was the experience by making, the 
living in and the measurement of physical parameters of an igloo.

thirdSKIN – winterSchool | 2013
Climate-Adapted Sustainable Design at the University of Stuttgart
in cooperation with the German University in Cairo | Egypt
14.02. – 21.02.2013

Institut für Baustofflehre, Bauphysik, 
Gebäudetechnologie und Entwerfen DAAD Deutscher Akademischer Austausch Dienst

German Academic Eychange Service

in Cooperation with:
Dipl.-Ing. Armin Kammer 
Dr. Dusan Fiala
Institute for Building Technology
University of Stuttgart

Winter School
14-21 February 2013

Participants 
GUC: 
Ahmed Elbably
Hazem Fouad 
Salah Fahmy
May El Meligy
Yasmina Taha 

University of Stuttgart: 
Jan Baisch
Felix Beck
Christoph Muth
Hristina Safronova
Johannes Schucker

Winter School
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Urban Sociology

An Igloo constructing workshop was the kick-off of the Winter 
School. The Students constructed an igloo and spend two nights 
in it and did physical and material specific measurements.

Winter School
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Weather tool analysis using 
Ecotect program to define each 
climate zone 

Winter School

Locations in which Farnsworth 
House was simulated using 
DesignBuilder 
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wk day date time room

1. day 7 Thu 14.02.2013

2. day 7 Fr 15.02.2013 10:00-17:30 Uhr 10:00 12:30 14:00 23:59

3. day 7 Sa 16.02.2013 08:30-23:59 Uhr 08:30 13:00 13:30 23:59

4. day 7 Su 17.02.2013 00:00-23:59 Uhr 00:00 accommodation | breakfast dinner | accommodation 23:59

5. day 8 Mo 18.02.2013 00:00-16:30 Uhr 00:00 accommodation | breakfast 12:00 13:00 16:30

6. day 8 Tu 19.02.2013 09:00-17:30 Uhr CasinoIT 
R1 09:00 workshop – introduction weather data – analysis 

lecture
weather data - analysis 

practice
weather data - analysis 

presentation 13:00 14:00 dynamic thermal simulation with DesignBuilder 
lecture

dynamic thermal simulation – model-make-up 
practice

dynamic thermal simulation – model-make-up 
intermediate presentation 17:30

7. day 8 We 20.02.2013 09:00-17:30 Uhr CasinoIT 
R1 09:00 dynamic thermal simulation – passive 

model lecture 12:30 14:00 dynamic thermal simulation – passive-parameter-
studies intermediate presentation 17:30

8. day 8 Thu 21.02.2013 09:00-17:30 Uhr CasinoIT 
R1 09:00 dynamic thermal simulation – active 

model lecture 12:30 14:00 dynamic thermal simulation – active-parameter-studies
intermediate presentation 17:30

9. day 8 Fr 22.02.2013 09:00-17:30 Uhr CasinoIT 
R1 09:00 Energy & Comfort – bioclimatic 

design lecture
dynamic thermal simulation – results 

final presentation 12:30 14:00 17:30

10. day 8 Sa 23.02.2013

dynamic thermal simulation – conclusion + description 
practice excursion: Porsche Museum | Weißenhof-Siedlung | farewell

departure

thirdSKIN winter school 2013 – schedule

lunch break afternoonmorning

th
ir

d
S

K
IN

 | 
w

in
te

rs
ch

o
o

l 2
01

3

14.02.2013

bus trip back to Stuttgart | back in civilization!

dynamic thermal simulation – passive-parameter-studies 
practice

dynamic thermal simulations – passive-parameter-studies 
practice

dynamic thermal simulation – active-parameter-studies 
practice

dynamic thermal simulation – optimization 
practice

arrival

welcome + visitation: ibbte | Faculty of Architecture and Urban Planning | University of Stuttgart | outdoor-equipment-check excursion: Mercedes Benz Museum | Fernsehturm Stuttgart | Kunstmuseum Stuttgart | City Walk

bustrip to the igloo location in the Alpes | tracking to the igloo location building some igloos | special jobs | teatime | finishing the igloos | dinner | accommodation

tracking to the summit “Riedberghorn” | stop and lunch at the cottage “Mittelalpe” | tracking back | special jobs & tasks (like building a big igloo, etc.)

clearance + package | descent to the base

 In the Building Simulation 
Workshop the students worked 
on a small project each, topics 
of sustainability, human com-
fort and indoor climate were 
teached and discussed.

South/North Facade Shading

West Facade Shading

East Facade Shading

ThirdSkin
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Urban Transitions Assoc. Prof. Dr. Cornelia Redeker
Assoc. Prof. Dr. Rowaida Rashed

City In Transformation - Towards A Democratice Public Space
According to the Informal Settlements Development Facility 
(ISDF) an estimated 70% of Cairo has been developed informally. 
Dynamics in population increase and urbanization are global phe-
nomena that demand for new design strategies capable of inter-
vening within the highly dynamic and extremely dense urban fabric 
of the informal. The premaster-course design studio addresses the 
strategic production of public spaces and programs to improve the 
livelihood in informal settlements. The topic is addressed theo-
retically and via site-specific architectural, landscape architectural 
and urban project propos als. By addressing the ongoing democ-
ratization process of the public domain the aim of the brief is to 
improve the livelihood within informal settlements as they are often 
lacking public amenities and open areas crucial for a civic society 
to evolve. 7 Egyptian and 17 German master students are working 
on the same brief. The common design studio commenced with a 
kick-off workshop and excursion program in Cairo between Nov 
4-11, 2012 and was carried on in parallel at the GUC and at the 
State Academy for Art and Design School of Architecture Stuttgart 
throughout the semester. Joint final presentations were held at the 
Kunstakademie in Stuttgart in February 2013.

in Cooperation with:
Prof. Andreas Quednau
Asst. Prof. Thilo Folkerts
Asst. Prof. Kai Beck
Stuttgart State Academy 
of Art and Design

Participants:
Dina Samir
Menna Tawfik
Abla El-Bahrawy
Hassan El-Ghayesh
Ibrahim Samy
Mostafa Ahmed
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Campus Activities

At the Faculty of Architecture 

and Urban Design students are 

brought up in this way: 

with a sense of unity, of 

enthusiasm shared in common 

interests and responsibilities... 
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292 Newcomer’s Introductory Course

Newcomer’s Introductory Course Asst. Prof. Dr. Jens Heissler
Dipl.-Ing. Lotte Sanwald
Assoc. Prof. Dr. Cornelia Redeker 

Abla ElBahrawy
Dina Mahdy
Hassan ElGhayesh
May Gamal El Meligy
Mostafa Youssef
Salah Fahmy

Campus 1:1
As a warm-up to the course Introduction to Urban Design and as 
part of the first semester orientation we designed an open space 
on the GUC campus. During their orientation program, the first-
semester students built 15 brick benches (1500 x 400 x 450 mm) 
for the open space on the south-eastern side of the architecture 
building. To support the newcomers, the fourth-semester students 
proposed a layout for the benches in combination with the posi-
tioning of 15 umbrellas. In contrast to the open space in front of 
the C-building, the benches are not movable. Apart from studying 
the potential movement and resting areas, this demanded for a 
design that considers the path of the sun and the according shade 
development on site.

The groups built cardboard models in 1:200 including the topog-
raphy of the street and the different building heights and levels of 
the open areas (see nxt page). Further, the hourly shade devel-
opment between 8 AM-6 PM by taking photos from the rooftop. 
Further layers of analysis 1:200 in colour illustrated (potential) 
entrances and building edges, levels, views and zoning (how will 
people move across the site / where can people linger?)

The different layers of analysis will be presented on the wall and 
the model will be available for all as a basis for the design exercise. 
The rest of the studio is design time. 15 benches and umbrellas 
are the working material - nothing else. The five most interesting 
proposals were selected to be built with 1:1 mock-ups by the five 
groups. Each group had 20 minutes to build and to present their 
design. A jury chose the first prize. The winning design was then 
“realized” by the first semester students in October.

1:1INTRODUCTION TO URBAN DESIGN 
winter semester 2012
lecture / tuesdays 1.15-2.00 PM
tutorial / tuesdays 3.00-4.30 PM
downloads / V: \Faculties \Engineering & Material Sciences \Architecture Engineering \III. SEME-
STER\INTRO URBAN DESIGN 

GUC - German University Cairo
Faculty of Engineering and Material Sciences
Architecture and Urban Design Program 

Cornelia Redeker, Assoc. Prof. for Architecture + Urban Design
Abla Elbahrawy, Teaching Assistant
Dina Mahdy, Teaching Assistant
Hassan Elghayesh, Teaching Assistant
May Gamal El Meligy, Teaching Assistant
Mostafa Youssef, Teaching Assistant
Salah Fahmy, Teaching Assistant

EXERCISE 01
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GROUP 1 / STITCHES

YASMIN MARDINI

GROUP 2 / THE MAZE

ALAA+THEODORA+KARIM+MIRA

GROUP 3 / HIP-HOP

MAGDOLINE+MAGUI+NORHAN+SHAHD

GROUP 4 / 4x4

HENAR+MARWA+RAWDA

GROUP 5 / ZIG-ZAG

ASMAA+ZIAD+ABDALLAH+ABDELRAHMAN

models scale 1:500
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1:1 cardboard models to show bench constellations / competition of group finalists

Newcomer’s Introductory Course
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and the winner is...ZIG-ZAG!

Campus 1:1
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300 Garden-Pavilion

Garden-Pavilion Dipl.-Ing. Bernd Bess

Tamer Aly
Abla El Bahrawy
Hazem Fouad
Hossam El Kady
Moatez Samir
Salma El Sherbiny
Menna Tawfik
Yasmina Taha

The garden-pavilion is an urban intervention located in the indus-
trial park on the GUC Campus. 

The new spatial element consists of a wooden wall, which is 
a fitting to the existing garden with its walls, hedges and trees. 
Through the additional wall and its spatial relationship to the 
existing walls, the garden gets the character of an interior space. 
The dialectic between exterior space and interior space is the topic 
of the project: the garden becomes a pavilion.

The entrances to the garden-pavilion are formed by two open-
ings and two wooden platforms: small spaces of transition between 
the surrounded industrial park area and the garden. 

The structure of the wall is made out of old pallet wood. Through 
the recycling of the wood and its transformation into a new archi-
tectural object, the topic of recycling becomes a part of the archi-
tectural education. The wall is made by the students of the 2nd 
semester. These process of making architecture is another aspect 
of an innovative university based architectural education.

Through the standardisation of the pallets, all shelves have the 
same dimensions. According to its origin from Africa, Asia or 
Europe the ligneous crops are different. Through these differ-
ences, the wall appears in a wide range of different colours. 

The repetetive structure of the added planks refers to the seri-
ality of pallets and to artworks of the minimal art.

Through the layering of the different shelves the wall will get a 
structure which is charcterized by light and shadow. Related to the 
view and the daylight, the appearance of the wall is changing from 
transparent to massive.

Participants:
Students 2nd semester
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GUC Architecture Association 

The GUC Architecture Association is an initiative sparked by 
a dream a group of students had that aimed at revolutionizing 
the Architectural faculty, making it a spot where we passionately 
enjoy engaging in our architectural work, enthusiastically upgrade 
our knowledge about the discipline, get the chance to have fun, 
develop ourselves, and be inspired by architecture. 

Founders: Marwah Gharib, Aly Demerdash, Sandi Boulos, Omar 
Kassab, Noha Salama, Ibrahim Hany, Habiba Abdelkader, Injy 
Hassan, Yomna el Gendy, Al Hassan Elwan.
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Intentions and Recruitment - After almost a long year of meet-
ings, brainstorming, heated discussions, structuring ideas and 
finalizing paperwork and through a roller coaster of surges of 
excitement and rough patches of demotivation, hopes and fears, 
the association finally launched in the last 2 months of the year. 
The recruitment gained a reaction that far exceeded expectations, 
with 90 students from the 300 architectures students applying for 
under 40 positions.

GUC Architecture Association
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General Meeting - The first official event of the year gather all the 
accepted members of the association for the first time. Excitement 
reigned as the founders gave an introduction, and as games, ice 
breaking and small committee meetings took place.
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El Hara - An event organized by the fund-raising and reception 
committees, which brought an oriental theme in a food sale next 
to the architecture building. A model traditional food street stall, 
selling traditional food, to students who sat an enjoyed the atmo-
sphere.

GUC Architecture Association
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El Waraq: an interactive session - The talks and Skills com-
mittee organized an event inspired by the sensitive topic of 
informal housing in Egypt. The session focused on building the 
students awareness about the issue in general, and about the case 
of El Waraq island in specific by input from students and staff in a 
manner where the students were engaged and challenged. 

GUC Architecture Association
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The Staff

from left to right: Asst. Prof. Dr. Rowaida Rashed, Prof. Dr. Tamer El Khorazaty, Assoc. Prof. Dr. Cornelia Redeker, Dipl.-Ing. Vlatka Seremet, 
Assoc. Prof. Barbara Pampe, Assoc. Prof. Dr. Florian Seidel, Assoc. Prof. Thomas Loeffler, Assoc. Prof. Dr. Reda Hassanein, Asst. Prof. Dr. Wafaa 
Nadim; not on photo: Prof. Dr. Hanno Ertel, Prof. Dr. habil. Erwin Herzberger, Asst. Prof. Dr. Jens Heissler, Assoc. Prof. Dr. Vittoria Capresi, Dipl.-Ing. 
Bernd Bess, Dipl.-Ing. Lotte Sanwald
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from left to right: B.Sc. Arch. Mostafa Yousef, M.Sc. Arch. Moataz Samir, B.Sc. Arch. Ibrahim Sayed, B.Sc. Arch. Menna Tawfik, M.Sc. Arch. Mohamed 
Raafat, M.Sc. Arch. Yasmina Taha, M.Sc. Arch. Hazem Fouad, B.Sc. Arch. Salma El-Sherbiny, B.Sc. Arch. Hassan El-Ghayesh, M.Sc. Arch. May 
Gamal Mostafa, M.Sc. Arch. Hossam El-Kady, Dipl.-Ing. Sahra Rheinfrank, M.Sc. Arch. Ahmed El-Bably, M.Sc. Arch. Maha El Gewely, B.Sc. Arch. 
Tamer Aly; not on photo: M.Sc. Arch. Salah Fahmy El-Sayed, B.Sc. Arch. Abla El-Bahrawy, B.Sc. Arch. Dina Mahdy, M.Sc. Arch. Eman Abdel Sabour
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